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CONFEDERATE MEMORIAL DAY—Members of the local chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy are
shown prior to placing a wreath at the statue of Robert E. Lee on Calloway County courtsquare honoring the Confederate soldiers who fought in the War Between the States. With the wreath are Maude Nance,Inez Claxton, Mrs.
John Livesay, Mrs. W Z Carter, county judge pro-tern who is holding the wreath. June 3 is traditionally Confederate
Memorial Day.
Photo By Jennie B. Gordon

First Beverly Trial Is Set
COVINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Lawsuits
resulting from the Beverly Hills Supper
Club fire, in which 165 persons died, will
go to trial Feb. 13 in U.S. District Court
against the owners and two other
defendants.
U.S. District Judge Carl Rubin also
severed those defendants from the 1,000
other defendants, saying Friday that
the move was "the only appropriate
means of trial management."
The development means the nightclub owners, the architect who
designed the supper club and a northern Kentucky utility will be tried
together, but apart from the other
defendants, which include Kentucky
state fire officials, insurance companies and firms that made products
used in the construction of the building.
On trial will be the 4-R Corporation,

made up of the Schilling family —
Raymond, Ronald, Richard Jr. and
Raymond Scott — architect Bill Roedding, and Union Light, Heat di Power
Co., a subsidiary of Cincinnati Gas &
Electric.
Under the class action suit, a verdict
would apply to all 255 defendants in the
class action.
Attorney Gene Mesh said Rubin's
action could prevent separate, lengthy
trials which could drag on for years.
"A judge would have to. enter into
some sequential procedure in order to
correctly deal with all the issues," said
Mesh, who filed the class action
complaint on behalf of the estate of
Oliver Coulter of Ironton, Ohio.
The Coulter suit was the leaci case
which Rubin, in a precedent setting
order last December, ruled that all fire
suits would be tried as class actions.

Summer Youth Program Is
Scheduled Again At MSU
Nine offerings designed for junior
sernallsbiP (beginners) June 12-16,
and senior high school students are
(experienced) June 19-23, or (ages 9-11
available in the Summer Youth
for one-half day sessions), June 26-30;
Program on the campus of Murray
and Tennis Camps, June 12-23, June 25State University in June and July.
July 7, and July 9-21.
Workshop, camps, and institutes that
Additional information about Sumrange from educational to recreational
mer Youth Program activities may be
to cultural are on the agenda for the
obtained by writing or calling: Summer
third annual college-based program for
Youth Program, Center for Continuing
young people.
Education, Murray State University,
Norman 0. Lane, special programs
Murray. Ky., 42071, telephone (502)762and projects coordinator for the
4150. •
sponsoring Center for Continuing
Education,said offerings are scheduled
from three days to two weeks, with
most of them lasting five to seven days.
They include art, basketball for boys
and girls, football, speech, horsemanship, tennis, the Heart of Dixie
Cheerleading and Band Front Camp,
and Casavant Cavalcade, which includes sessions for drum majors. baton
Saturday, July 1, has been set as the
twirlers, rifle squads, flag corps, and
date for the second annual Hardin High
exhibition marching.
School Alumni Association meeting,
Lane gave these dates:
according to President Ray Mofield.
Art Workshop, June 25-July 1;
Reservations with a check for $5 each
Basketball Camp (boys), June 18-24;
Etasketball Camp (girls), June 25-July, should be sent immediately to the
Secretary, Dorothy Holland Warren,
1; Casavant Cavalcade, July 17-21;
Hardin, Ky, 42048, by June 17. Mofield
Football Camp, June 25-30; Heart of
said
they have to tell Mrs. Lovett in the
Dixie Camp, June 18-22; High School
Speech Institue, July 23-29; Hor- -cafeteria the number of plates on June

Hardin High
Alumni Meet
Is July 1
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Marshall County High School, site of
the meeting this year, will open at 3:30
p.m. for tours and conversations. "One
thing we learned is that we must have
more time for talking together," said
Mofield. "We owe a debt of gratitude to
Supt. Reed Conder, Principal Bobby
Miller, and the Board of Education for
allowing us to use the building this
time," Mofield added. Hardin's
building burned last year, just a month
after the first reunion, attended by
about 220 persons.
Dinner will be sieved at six p.m.
Mofield said he hopes that Harry Lee
Waterfield, former Hardin student and
two-time • lieutenant governor will be
present and speak to the group.
My heart attack on April 10 has
made us a little late in announcing final

Attorneys for the -Schillings had
asked in an earlier motion that the
federal court give up jurisdiction, or, if
it keeps jurisdiction, suspend all
pending actions while the circuit court
proceeds.
In a ruling issued on the May 31,
Rubin denied their motion for a delay.
Rubin wrote in his Friday order:
"One year has elapsed since the
occurrence that created these law suits.
Twenty months of discovery in trial
preparation should be sufficient for
those defendants whose trial date has
been set.
"While counsel for the plaintiffs have
demonstrated commendable zeal in
fez:eting out all persons and entities
against whom claims might be asserted
and have filed a companion suit with
more than 1,000 defendants, their efforts must not obscure the facts that it
is the purpose of courts and counsel to
terminate disputes, not to prolong
them.
"It is important that the plaintiffs
and their representatives receive
compensation for injuries and for
wrongful death if, in fact, such occurred, due to negligence of one or
more of the defendants.
"It is equally important that those
defendants who for one year have faced
the stress and uncertainities of future
trial have an opportunity to present a
defense and an opportunity ... to engage
in their ordinary activities free from
this litigation."

Two towns located on the shores of
sprawling Kentucky - Lake are istedergoing facelifts in a major push to
attract additional tourists to western
Kentucky.
The towns, Aurora on the MarshallCalloway County line, and Grand
Rivers on the 'southernmost tip of
Livingston County at the northern
entrance of Land Between the Lakes,
are both adding new businesses,
changing existing store fronts.
Grand Rivers has adopted -a riverboat era theme while Aurora has opted
for a country rustic theme.
Karen Cissell, executive director of
Kentucky's We,stern Waterlands, an
eight county tourist promotion
organization, told newspaper writers a
media tour of the Kentucky Lake-Lake
Barkley area earlier this week, that
both the Grand Rivers and Aurora
facelifts are community efforts that
could potentially increase the tourist
traffic thoughout the lake region.
"We feel we have the potential here
for a major development area," Mrs.
Cissell said of Aurora.
The Aurora effort began with a town

meeting and later creation of an
organization
called the Jonathan
creek-Aurora Action Committee,
formed specifically to promote.tourtiati
for the Jonathan-Aurora area.

Tourist promoters talk of the impact
Interstate 24 will have on • Western
Kentucky tourism when that highway is
finally completed.

Committee members chose the rustic
Mrs. Cissell said Grand Rivers
country theme for Aurora. One
businessmen were spurred in their
business, Longhorn Leather Shop, has
tourist promotion effort by a_ KWWalready changed its front, others will
vonsored tow- of tiny Helen, Ga., once
follow, Mrs. Cissell said.
a mining town in northern Georgia.
"We have several new businesses-- "they adopted an Alpine theme, fixing
who have come in or will come in. One
up their stores, shops, houses into an
is a glass blower from Lake of the
Alpine
Village. They've
had •
Ozarks," Mrs. Cissell said.
phenomenal success with it," Mrs.
Businessmen are working with a
Cissell said.
Murray STate University artist who is
Mrs. Cissell said Grand Rivers
drawing overlays to show how the
businessmen were inspired from the
business will look with a rustic theme
tour of Helen, Ga., leading to the
front.
adoption of a riverboat era theme for
that Livingston County town.
The Opra Music Barn, which is
scheduled to open in the future, was
A number of Grand Rivers businesses
built with a rustic look about it.
have re-creath their fronts. "The city
Committee members have also
hall will have a steamboat front
opened a information center in Aurora.
complete with pilothouse and smoke
An Aurora three day country festival
stacks on top," Mrs. Cissell &scribed.
is set in eaely September.
Grand Rivers had a festival over the
We're very excited about the
Memorial Day weekend which Mrs.
potential of Aurora," Mrs. Cissell said.
Cissell called a sucess. More activities
The potential for development has - are scheduled in the future.
also excited the small town of Grand
"This is an almost 100 percent
Rivers on the northern end of Kentucky
community effort,"_ Mrs. Cissell said.

RIVEk.ERA LOOK—The city hall and fire station in Grand Rivers is taking on a new face similar to a number of
other businesses in that northern Kentucky Lake town which have changed their fronts to depict the riverboat era.
Both businessmen in Grand Rivers and Aurora are in the process of giving their towns a facelift in an effort to attract
added tourists to the lakes area. Aurora has adopted a country rustic theme.
Staff Photo Bv Lowell Atchley

Rules Lawmakers Set On Using State Planes
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov.
Julian Carroll says he would abide by
recommetidatiens the Legislature
might propose for changes in current
policies regarding the use of stateowned airplanes.
In response to a question following
Friday's meeting of the Legislative
Research Commission, Carroll's press
secretary Gary Auxier said the
governor would go along with any interim recommendations the Legislature
might come up with prior to the 1980
General Assembly.
-.

The LRC was-presented Friday with
an eight-page letter from Carroll
calling on the Legislature to study the
question of the use of state airplanes by
all public officials and outside groups to
determine if any statutory policies
should be adopted.
Carroll also called on the LRC, which
is composed of the bipartisan leadership of the Legislature, to expand the
scope of its inquiry to include the use of
state-owned automobiles and the use of
the goveopor's and lieutenant governor's mansions and other similar facilities.
The LRC referred the letter and all

related matters to its interim State
Government Committee.
Carroll has been embroiled in a
recent controversy over his use of state
planes on his vacations, including a
recent trip to Florida in which four
unannounced side trips to the Bahamas
were made in a state plane.
The governor has defended his use of
the planes, refusing to reimburse the
state for the cost of members of his
family and friends who flew on the
planes.
Carroll reiterated his positlisi in his
letter to the LRC, claiming that a lack
of "guidelines by previous ad-

ministrations and legislatures has left
him to be guided in his actions "only by
custom and by my judgment and my
conscience — be it considered good or
poor."
Carroll said he thought the determination of any future policy regarding
the use of state transportation or other
facilities was a basic public policy
decision that should be made by the
Legislature and not the governor.
He said that he felt the isete also went
far beyond the current controversy
over state airplanes.

U Of L Decision Handed Down

Records Policies Must Be Posted, AGO Says

By SY RAMSEY
ruled against must either yield the
for failure to adopt and post
Associated Press Writer
records, open a meeting or else appeal
regulations.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
in a circuit court.
"Secondly, the statute itself is so
atorney general's office says the Uni
Assistant Attorney General Carl
detailed that an agency really needs
versity of Louisville must post
Miller responded to questions from Dr.
only to adopt rules as to its principal
regulations regarding its open records
Alan Johnson, a professor at the
office, regular office hours, official
policies.
University of Louisville's Speed
custodian, fees to be charged and
In an opinion Friday, the office-told a
Scientific School.
procedures to be followed in requesting
U of L professor that the school
He said the attorney general's office
public records," he said.
technically Is in violation of the law for
has not previously issued an opinion on
Miller said an agency doesn't even
failure so far to do so.
•
regulations under the open records
need to specify open record exceptions
But it. .decllned --to- -auy—thet- wnr —Astute,— ---—beeeese they-already- are-itsted-tirthe
university official has been guilty of the
"The _statute mandates that each
statute, and he commented:
This year table grouping will be in four - willYiil'withholding
of records.
public
agency
shall
"We have seen some agency
adopt
rides
per.
general areas: classes 1917-29; 1930-39;'
,
Attorney general's opinions generally
Lathing to access to public records," he
regulations which actually made it
1940-39; 1940-49; and 1950-56. The first
are advisory only and carry no force of
said. "For an agency to fail to do so
more difficult to gain access to a public
students enrolled at Hardin High in the
law.
would constitute a technical violation,'. _ Nerd than it was before the Open
fall of 1913.
But in cases involving interpretations
But Miller said there are certain
Records Law became effective."
Election of officers will be the final of open records or open
practical considerations.
meetings laws,
Johnson raised the question of
Item on the program.
the opinions have teeth, and the party
First, he said, no penalty is provider
correspondence he has exchanged with

Dr. William Morison, the school's
custodian on records.
Miller said it appears Morison made
a prompt response to all of Johnson's
requests and "we can see no material
violation or subversion of the law as far
as procedure is concerned."
Therefore, the assistant attorney
general said, Morison is innocent of any
deliberate withholding of records
requested.
---"We -suggest-that the InYlVerlity Tu11-comply with the Open Records Statute
by posting the necessary information,"Miller said.
"If there Is an unresolved dispute as
to whether a particular document is
being withheld from your inspection
illegally, you may appeal to (this) office."
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Saturday, June 3
Calloway County Extension
Musical, "Finders-Keepers," Service and County Health
will be presented at Poplar Nutritionist will sponsor a
Spring Baptist Church by the „Nutrition. Weight Control
Junior High Choir of First Exercise and Self ImBaptist Church, Trenton, provement series of meetings
beginning at ten a.m. in the
Tenn., at seven p.m. •
County Extension office. Call
Lakeside Singers • will 753-1452 if interested in a night
perform at Kentucky Dam meeting.
Village State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Euzelian Sunday School
Members of Rizpah Clown
Class of First Baptist Church
Unit and their ladies will meet
will have a luncheon at '
at the Leroy Todd home for a
Jonathan Creek Baptist
steak dinner at 6.30 p.m.
Assembly.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 276
Group of First "Baptist
Free and Accepted Masons
will meet at seven p.m. at the Church Women will meet as
follows: Lottie Moon with
lodge hall.
Mrs. Porter Holland at seven
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 p.m. and Kathleen Jones with
Free and Accepted Masons Mrs. Moela Smith at 7:15
will meet at 7:30 p.m at the
lodge hall
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women are scheduled
Saturday, June 3
to meet at seven p.m.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
Bingo will be played from
will have a potluck supper and 11:30 a.m. to noon,followed by
friendship night at the 'lunch, and games at 12:30
Masonic Temple, Coldwater p.m at the Nutrition Center
Road. at 7:30 p.m.
for senior citizens at DOuglas
Good Shepherd Unite° Center
Methodist Church will have a
Tuesday,June 6
Picnic supper at six p.m. at the
Group
II of First Christian
Murray-Calloway
County
Park in honor of Rev. Charles Church CWF will meet at the
Morris and Rev. Don Tucker home of Mrs. Martha Carter
at two p.m. with the program
and their families.
,
and worship by Mrs. Vernon
Annual Charity Ball will be
Riley.
held at Murray Country Club.
St. Leo's Women's Guild will
Singing featuring The
have a brunch at 10:30 a.m. at
Heaven Aires of Paris Tenn.,
the Boston Tea Party.
will be held at seven p.m. at
Reservations should be made
Owens Chapel Baptist Church.
by calling Joyce Tidwell, 4354328. Guests are invited.
Saturday, June 3
Square and round dancing
First United Methodist
will be held at the WOW Hall
Church Women will meet at
at 7:30 p.m.
ten a.m. at the church with the
Sunday. June 4
McDaniel Cemetery will
have its annual homecoming
basket dinner.
Lakeside Singers will
perform at the Lake Barkley.
State Park at 8..7I) p.m.
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church will
have its annual homecoming
with special persons to be
honoreck at the morning set/ vices.
Blood River Baptist Church
will have its monthly singing
at two p.m.
Monday, June 5
Executive Board of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 11:30 a.m. at tie club
house.
Murray-Calloway
County
Retired Teachers will have a
breakfast at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord.
Recovery Inc., will meet at
the Health Center, Seventh
and Olive, at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Swim Guest Day for 10th to
12th graders will be held at the
Oaks Country Club.

Vacaticln Bible Sthool
teachers and workers of First
United Methodist Church will
meet at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at seven p.m_ at the
Masonic Hall.
Ellis Center will be open

from two a.m. to three p.m.
for activities by the Senior
Citizens with handwork and
quilting at 10:30 a.m., sack
lunch at noon, and band
practice at one p.m. Shuffleboard will be at six p.m.
Bill Moffett from the
Shrmers Club will speak at
12:30 p.m. following the meal
at the Douglas Center at
twelve noon. Bingo will be at
11:30 a.m.
Senior Citizens Jamboree
will be at Kentucky Dam
Village with the bus to leave
from. the Ellis Center at 8:30
a.m. and arrive back at 4:30
p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p.m.
.

Monday Special:

Our Chopped
Sirloin Meal

$2.19
IRWIN

meal, priced like a snack!

Bel-Air Center
Ohl ham fie milli tabs Ohl Otis Willa
U.. are pleased ao aniii111111 P that
Tommie
Parker brede-efect of
Kenny lloarer. has
selected her Maws'.

1,11

)
41 China: Stainless and
I Crystal from our ram•
'deo brutal registry..
•
Tommie and Kenny
trelffiTir
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Q: Mr. N.H. writes to
ask if Ills true that single
persons do not do as well

as married ones and actu,
ally die younger.
A: Insurance companies
know that unmarried persons are higher risks and,
on the average, die
younger. Such applies to
those who have not married and to those who
marry and Subsequently
are divorced. The reasons
for increased risks of the
single person are unclear

and far from simple.
One suggest on is that
sickness - br potential illness may be one reason for
not finding a person to
marry. Therefore, this factor may remove many of
these persons from the
pool of those who marry.
Also, persons who go unmarried may show concern for themselves and
tend to have a somewhat
restless life style, which
Increases the hazards of
day-to-day living.
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Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR MONDAY,JUNE 5. 1178
What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
tnestars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
AkIES
t Mar. 21 to Apr. 20(
Superiors should be receptive
to your ideas now. Advance
your best ones - but tactfully,
of course. And DO avoid the
offbeat
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) tj
Unexpected interruptions
may slow you down a bit but, if
you coordinate as you should,
you will find the means to
straighten everything out
satisfactorily:
GEMINI
J‘NI May 22 to June 21)
Let your instincts guide you
now since your chances of at.
taming goals are excellent.
Imagination and a little daring
could pay off handsomely
CANCER
June 22 to July 23)
Good lunar influences.
Especially favored - real estate
deals, home improvements,
family concerns and outdoor
interests
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Some things may bother you
more than usual. Don't fret.
Rather, check and look more
closely into pertinent matters to find causes and means for
coning.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 tp Sept. 23)
Stellar influences fairly
generous. Study new situations
carefully, and your native intelligence will help you make
th
iAR
mA
ost.of

please another. You may have
to juggle a bit to avoid contention and hassling. Some new
offers worthy of note, however
SAGITTARIUS
Nov 23 to Dec. 211 )
e
Poise needed. Know what is
expected of you and strive in
your finest manner. An extraordinary note of proficiency
at a telling moment could increase your prestige.
CAPRICORN
'<kr('
Dec. 22 to Jan. 201
Proceed with vigor now and
get projects headed in the right
direction. Consult with those
who can give you a boost
AQUARIUS
, Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) ,—.:..'s
This day's accent is on career
achievement, improved
relations with those in positions
of authority. A great day for
making room for yourself at the
top.
PISCF-S
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Consider new methods and
techniques, but don't reach
beyond your capacities -- a
tendency now. Utilize advantages wisely; keep working
toward your highest goals.
RN TODAY are
YOU
exjranily imaginative and, in
fill your undertakings, combine
the artistic with the practical.
Your interests in life are almost
liminess, but it is in your absorption with people that you
find your greattEit stimulation.
Try to cultivate this trait since
you are also inclined to be too
introspective at times and
outside contacts "take you out
of yourself." Your versatility is
outstanding and you could run a
business or work project
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23
cut loose from undesirable shrewdly while simultaneously
pursuing an avocation such as
situations. Try again -- from
writing, drawing or music. You
scratch, if need be. Retracing
are ready for travel on short
can be a revivifying process in
notice and will labor tirelessly if
certain areas.
the project in which you are
SCORPIO
engaged interests you. If not
'Oct. 24 to Nov. 22
interested, you tend to scatter
What pleases one may not
energies with resultant tensions
and anxieties There is no set
boundary for the Oeminiart. He
Pairings Annountp(I
broadens his horizons every day
his life. Birthdate of: Adam
For. Tennis Group Iferv of
Smith, economist.

eriA

niele>"
-

atiq

1Dsewt-A613*.
Dad's Broken Nose
Is Painful to Boy

Pairings for the Advance
group of women's tennis at the
Murray County Club for play
on Monday, June 5, at nine
a.m. have been released as
follows:
Agnes Payne, Kathy BurREFINISHING &
chfield, Mary Frank ValenCUSTOWBUILT FURNITURE
tine, and Lochie Landolt
Charlotte Gregory, Jam La
•Ref+noshing it Sepoirs
Hughes, Lynn Stout, 'awl
•Cultom Built Furniturp %
PennyCappock.
*Antigua Bross Hordwo,e
Kay--.grarraraidosawaa.0440theracab......
Sharon Wells. and Emmie

CORRY'S

Ian by Ch,C.190 Tribun• N r

Hwy.541 So.

Murray,Ky.

P40.0

divorce, these stetter ones
lacking a geedTii level of
companidt%hip.••
tual and, more particularly, emotional support are
somewhat universal
human needs.
A recent editorial in the
"Journal of the American
Medical Associa,tion"
based on a book entitled
"The Broken Heart" by
professor of psychology
James Lyncji quotes him
as follows,"Loneliness can
damage, if not break, the
human heart." The editorial concludes, "The message is clear: either learn
to live together or risk the
chance of dying before
your tirne."
DESSF.RT BEVERAGE
A delightful ice cream

beverage can serve as
dessert, too, if it's Banana
Frosted Coffee. To make five
cups, place two srnall bananas
in blender container and
cover. Blend on high speed
until smooth, then - add two
cups of cold, strong coffee,
one-third cup of sugar and one
pint of vanilla ice cream.
Blend until mixture has
desired consistency and serve
in tall, chilled glasses.

Sand inc•

DEAR ABBY: I'm a 14-year-old boy with a problem
father. He fell off my skateboard and broke his nose, so he
took my skateboard and threw it in the trash!
I was really good at skateboarding and never had a
serious accident with one, but my father still won't let me
skateboard anymore on account of his accident. All my
friends skateboard and I would like to do it. with them, but
my father is .stubborn once he makes up his mind.
It wasn't my fault that he broke his nose. I warned him
that it wasn't as easy'as it looked, but he thought because
he was once a good skier he wouldn't have any trouble.
Now he's taking it out on me.
Do you think he's being fair?
SKATEBOARDER

8x10 Colo
PORTRAIT-,
Birth
To
S Years

48c

*Gee special pe
family
*50 Hendling '•
'Extra persons 3.95
each
'Groups 1.00 per person
*Satisfaction
Guaranteed
'Over 5 years
98
'Portraits must be
picked up by parent
*No Costumes or
Uniforms

DEAR SKATEBOARDER: No, he's not being "fair,"
but I do think he's looking out forgoer best interests.
DEAR READERS: I have stated many times that any
mention whatsoever of gifts was improper on an invitation.
This included the forthright., "No gifts, please," as well as
the tasteless (in my view) suggestion that cash was
preferred to any other type of gift.
Many sent sample invitations in which gifts were
mentioned. Below are Iwo that changed my mind:
"Jane and Bob Smith invite you to dine with us on the
evening of June I at our home at 7 p.m.
"It is in celebratiop of our 20th wedding anniversary.
Your friendship is a cherished gift. We respectfully

$NV Cash

"The children of Iver and Helen Dahl invite you to
celebrate with them the 50th wedding anniversary of their
parents. A reception will be held on May 7, at 2 p.m., at the
Elmhurst Country Club.

"We request your help in compiling a book which recalls
memories from our parents' first 50 years of marriage. On
the enclosed sheet, we ask that you write one memory or
event that you have shared with them, and return it to us
by April 26. We believe that the loving memories they
have shared with you, their friends, would be the most
treasured gift they could receive; therefore, we request
that no other gift be sent."
DEAR ABBY: Enjoyed the letter from the doctor's wife
who could easily spare a day a week to "help her husband
out at the office," but didn't want to appear bossy or nosy.
I've worked in offices for 24 years, and will never take a
job where I know the wife 'helps out" in the office. If she
really wants to work in her husband's office, let her take
the job full-time. Most of these part-time office wives only
want to know what's gong on at the office, and they want
to be free to go shopping, play tennis, attend clubs, ete
The boss's wife can't possibly be treated as if she were
just another employee in her husband's office.
Invariably the wife carries home bits of office gossip.
which usually causes friction. And if hubby doesn't do
something about it, she takes it out on him in bed!
FOR DIVORCING BUSINESS AND HOME

Baby Contest

1st Place 'Yr
2nd Place '3004
3rd Place $213c*

request no other."

Seediside Dapple. Castor

Weekend
Line-Up ('Pen'

Pt

7:45-Start 8:15 1

Thru Sat.
THE FIRST NEW
HORROR CREATURE'

THE TOWN
THAT
SUNDOWN

DREADED

DIE INCINENOILE

IIAELT1NG

DEAR FOR DIVORCING: Although I'm sure there's a
germ of truth in what you say, all part-time office wives
are not "carriers" of a scourge to be diacoureged.

ill ASKS

Sun. - Wed.

Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular;
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send SI with •long,
self-addressed, stamped 124 rental envelope to ,Abby. 132
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
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Turnip or rutabaga is delicious when it is cooked and
mashed and added to mashed
potatoes along with plenty of
butter, salt and pepper

While even cancer is
more common in those who
are single, the greatest toll
among unmarried persons
is coronary heart disease.
The associated contributing factors may be loneliness, which encourages
obesity, excessive smoking, alcoholism and lack of
exercise.
Loneliness may also add
to stress, which some consider an associated condition that is present in many
cases of coronary heart
disease, even if not generally regarded as a fullblown risk factor.
The stress of loneliness
is perhaps nowhere so obvious as in solitary confinement, which is used in
prisons as a severe form of
punishment.
The absence oj companionship can be ,,not only.
unpleasant, but apparently
is also harmful to our bodies if it extends over a
moderately long period of
time. It should be noted
that many divorces involve
persons who are physically
or mentally ill (or a combination). Also, loneliness or
isolation of a person may
exist in some marriages
that persist without

By Abigail Van Buren

mere
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including our garden-fresh salad bar

By F J L Blasingame. MD

Being Single Is A Hazard

FraaCtS Drake

What kind of day will SAGITTARIUS
aanorrow be To find out what (Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
tr
j
#
False statements COULD
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your forth's*
!tusked but, under day's capital
influences, you should be able to
ARIES
discriminate well Just be alert.
, Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
You may wish you had not CAPRICORN
made certamplans for the day • Dec. 22 to Jan. 201
but, even if it takes special
A day_fpr some reevaluation.
effort, follow them up. You'll be Dressaap an old idea, give an
happier in the long run. •-••-t • inert interest new life, inTAURUS
•
vestigate new avenues to
, Apr. 21 to May 211
progress. Projects close to your
You should find hobbies and heart can be furthered notably
creative endeavors absorbing with the right push. .
and rewarding - and, through
them, you could also meet new AQUARIUS
people who prove highly ) Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) "I'^'-_.=ne‘
Some situations await your
stimulating.
incisiveness and knack for
GEMINI
managing people. You may
May 72 to June 21)
No matter what changes are have to do some persuading, but
made in your routine, even in you are good at that.
your environment, you can PISCES
make quick adjustments, Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
should get along well and even
You may find it difficultno get
make notable improvements. things done in the way you
CANCER
prefer. Also, you may run into
• June 22 to. July 23( 0
0 unexpected snags. Take all in
Mixed influences: 'Day calls stride and avoid argument.
for your stamina, stick-to- Things will :-ight themselves.
itiveness, good will and ability
to help yourself and others out
YOU BORN TODAY are an
of undesirable siti4t1ons.
extremely intelligent inLEO
dividual, highly imaginative
July 24 to Aug. 23
and original in your ideas and
Stellar aspects indicate a day methods. Your curiosity is
of successful moves and plans, boundless, thus you are unbut all will require know-how, ceasing in your quest for
diligence and painstaking care. knowledge. This curiosity,
Don't act blindly;
incidentally, makes you a
VIRGO
•'natural" in the fields_ of
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
journalism, science and exYour intuition and self- ploration. However, your
reliance stimulated now. And unusual
and
versatility
both will be needed if you are to readiness of comprehension fit
solve some possible -tricky" you for many other vocations,
situations. Don't become and you could succeed admirably as an editor, musician,
anxious, however.
LIBRA
research worker, actor or
novelist. You love travel but,
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
Your intuition and unusually unlike most born under Gemini,
good judgment will be a boon in you have great stability, not
the tight spots now. Give special scattering energies but content, •
care to family obligations.
when nece_saary, to "stay put"
SCORPIO.—and concentrate on immediate
Oct. 24 to- Noy. 22) r71,
objectives. Thus you often
YOU may have to-make some- succeed more quickly in
concessions in a family matter, reaching your goals. Birthciate
executive committee to meet but the end results will be very of . King George III, of
_ worthwhile. Expect some good England,: Rosalind Russell,
at 9:30 a.m.
news in the p.m
stage and film star.

Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at .the
Dexter Center.

With fries or baked potato
and topping, Stockade
Toast, drink A complete

Let's Stay Well

Your individual
Horoscope
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Sitting InThe Mayor's Office

By MELVIN HENLEY
Mayor,City of Murray
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10 Years Ago
Business leaders of Murray Fulton
and Cadiz met in a called session at the
Holiday Inn, Murray, to discuss the
badly needed improvements of Highwio7 94 and a new corporation was
formed to promote the project. The
meeting was sponsored by Peoples
Bank, H. Glenn Doran, president, and
Bank or
Joe Dick, president.
The first "open house" will take place
on June 15 at the Paradise Friendly
Home, owned and operated by Mr. and
Mrs. Les Murdock.
Shirley Bazzell, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Hubert Barzell, and senior at

20 Years Ago

lersons 3.95

l.00 per per-

:ion

tars

must be
by parent
tumes or

I

mtest
530°°

The Callowuy County Fiscal Court
today voted to deed twelve feet of the
courtyard to the city of Murray for the
purpose of widening the streets around
the court square.
Deaths reported include Rob H.
Lamb, age 65.
Sandra Bedwell, Janet Like, Lillie
Mae Harrison, Donna Ruth Grogan,
Lorna Ross, Bill Young, Ronald
McC.age, Joe Green, Larry Dunn, June
Foy, Randy Patterson, and Wayne
Mathis all of Calloway County, are
attending Kentucky 4-H Club Week

30 Years Ago
Contracts for construction of a bath
,house and picnic shelter building at
Kentucky Lake State Park were
awarded today by the Kentucky Parks
Division.
Deaths reported include Cecil B.
Clees, age 32, and William C. Holland.
age 76.
John Fetterman,former editor of the
Ledger & Times, ts the receipient of a
graduate scholarship at the University
of Ohio, Athens.
' Elizabeth Churchill, president of the

ay
M.
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Looking Back
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• 40 Years Ago
Lt.-Gov. Keen Johnson addressed the
graduating 74 seniors of Murray State
College yesterday morning. He was
introduced by MSC president, James H
Richmond.
The first Vacation Bible School to be
held in Murray will be conducted at the
First Christian Church, the Rev. A. V.
Havens, pastor, and the Memorial
Baptist Church', the Rev. Carroll
Hubbard, pastor, starting June 6.
Deaths reported include P. D.(Mont)
Daniel, age 57 William Roy Holland,
age 58, Edwin Shell, T. J. Kendall, Mrs.
Mary WOods Warterfield, age 23, Mrs.
Carlisle 'Wrather, age 68, Mrs. 0. C.
Folmar, F. W. Maynard, age M, and
Marcom Ligon, age 63.
Southern Bell Telephone Company
officials here this week stated that the
new flasher type phone system here
will be put in operation on June 11 from
• .•
ten,to, eleven p.m._
Fay Murdock, Buddy McDaniel,

50 Years Ago

0

The contract for graveling for the
road from Eggner's Ferry in Marshall
County through Calloway County to the
Mayfield-Paris Highway in graves
County has been awarded to N. E.
Vaughn and Company.
Deaths reported this week include
Richard Anderson Shell, Sr., age 69,
Junella Shrader, age three, Mrs. Laura
Ragsdale, age 70, Mrs. Nat Davis, Mrs.
Lucinda Sarah Trevathan, age 91, Mrs.
Addle Butterworth, and Monroe Cress,
age 19,
Rudy Smith of Murray was elected as
first vice-president of the Rural Letter
Carriers of the First Congressiohal
District at the meeting held at the
Calloway County Court House and Bon
Care, Mirrray, t1118- weer. •, •
- Lpcille Farmer graduated with'high
distirfction and torah Ashcroft with
distinction in the graduating e.xertidea
for the 1928 class at Murray State
Teachers College.
Dr. John W. Carr, dean of Murray
State Teachers College, and Mrr Carr
left June 2 for Los Angeles, Calif., on

Today In History
Today is Saturday, June 3, the 154th
day of 1978. There are 2.11 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1621, the Dutch West
India Company received a charter for
New Netherlands — now New York.
On this date:
In 1808, Confederate President Jefferson Davis was born in what is now
Todd County, Ky.
In 1937, the Duke of Windsor married
Wallis Warfield Simpson of Baltimore,
Maryland in France.
19 , in World War II, Japanese
warplanes raided Dutch Harr,
bo
Alaska.
In 1962, 130 people were killed in the
crash of an airliner at Paris, France,
including Members of an art group

By MAYOR MELVIN B.HENLEY hack on their route in 15 or 20 minutes,
The
Sanitation
Department rather than the hour or more it
Superintendent and I yisited Scott- presently takes to make a trip to the
sboro, Alabama recently to look at a landfill.
2. Very little use of the earth mover
•Peri type of garbage system. Called a
„
baler system, the project allows a city and bulldozer at the landfill is made,
to locate the machinery, which is virtually eliminating maintenance and
housed inside a metal building, to be operating- costs at the landfill site.
3. Anyone can bring refuse to the
installed in town because odor and
unsightliness are eliminated. The building and dispose of it without
refuse is delivered inside the building, getting off the blacktop drive. Also, the
dumped into a concrete pit and carried odor and smell of a landfill are absent.
by conveyor into a baler where it is
4. Because of the reduction in
packed very tightly and tied up like hay operating expenses of landfill equipment and the saving of labor and truck
bale.
The bales are loaded onto a flat bed costs in making trips to the landfill in
truck with fork lift and carried once or packer trucks, the savings in overhead
twice per day to the disposal site where costs will pay for the baler system in a
they are stacked like hay until a few few years. Then, after the systern„,is
n 1A966
tlan
, ataon
Stirv
Gaeym
orooOnn.e spacecraft
inches of dirt can be placed over them. paid for, the reduced °pending ex- froIni
wasselar
ing
backpictuses
of the lunar
penses
can be passed on to the conThe bales can stand for several weeks
'surface after making' America's first
_a noticeable odor, and the sumer by helping to prevent as rapid
soft landing the
landfill can be maintained in sr-.and increase in sanitation costs
The only problem-we now have is in 11„,-In 1973, a Soviet supersonic airliner
spotlessly clean condition because
getting together enough "front end cashed during an international air show
there is no loose litter or smell.
The advantages of the system are: money" to put the system in operation. -near Paris, killing the six crewmen and
1. Packer trucks can unload and be At least $200,000 would be required for seven French villagers.
Ten years ago: The Supreme Court
Cops, 1.4•••• t•r•tc•
a start up on such a system. It seems,
ruled
that opponents of capital punishhowever, that we need to be looking
toward such technological innovations ment cannot be automatically excluded
so that we can hold overhead costs from juries unless they say their oplatipin
down. the problem with capital outlay position would prevent them from
money in the Sanitation Department is making an impartial judgment.
I Column al historical and genealakical
Five years ago: Israel released 56
dial
we have always charged the
anecdotes. staries and familN note.
Syrian
and Lebanese war prisoners in
customers of the system only enough to
pay day-to-day operating costs and exchange for three captured Israeli
there is nothing left over for added pilots.
Calloway County High School, has been
One year ago: Italian film maker
improvements
to increase efficiency so
awardid a $100- ,scholarship by the
Robert
Rossellini died in Rome at the
that rates can ultimately be held down
Department of Modern Foreign
lower than they would be if a little extra age of 71.
Languages, Murray State University.
Today's birtlidays: Actor Tony Curtis
money were generated in the beginIn center of the old Bowman picking off Union
Judy Kelso, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Soldiers as they
is 53 years old. Former budget director
ning.
However,
cemetery,
all
just
off
old
highway
businesses
have this
641 appeared. By nightfall, with 11 ConGlen Kelso, and Cathy Harris daughter
problem, and perhaps we can work it Bert Lance is 47. Poet Allen Ginsberg is
stands a large marker over the grave of
of Mr. and Mrs. James Harris, both
federates and 14 Federals dead,
52.
out in _the future.
General Albert P. Thompson. The in- Forrest's troops
seniors at Calloway County High
began to withdraw,
scriptions on the stone tell of this man's after looting
for
the warehouse. the ment
School, have been named
part in the Civil War of West Kentucky.
MU'rray Ledger & Times
returned to Mayfield, after capturing
scholarships of $300 each by the KenIt reads: "General A. P. Thompson. 3rd
about 50 Union soldiers and numerous
tucky Future Homemakers of America.
Kentucky Brigade. Fell at Paducah
Publisher .
.... Walter L. Apperson
horses.
Janet Peebles of Murray has been
Editor ..
ft. Gene McCutcheon
March 25,1864,pu 35 years, 22 days. In
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
It is said that after Thompson was
selected as "Sweetheart" of Sigma Chi
view
of
home,
in
the
midst of his neigh- shot, hi.s_.hixse ran
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4. Christsocial fraternity at Murray State
for half a
marDayTteew Years-Day
-WS,be-Wdoviriijs life.14-O—COuntry
Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th St.,
before stoppingstopping and fallin dead.
University.
ever had a truer son, No cause a nobler
Murray, Ky. 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at
T'hompson's body lay in the streets of
Murray,
Ky 421371,
champion; No people a bolder defenSUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served by
Paducah until the next morning, getder, No principal a purer victim. While
earners, $2 50 per month, payable in advance:
ting badly mangled by the surrounding
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, HarGod keeps his Soul, the people for whom
din', Maytield, Sedalia and Farrrungton. Ky.. and
battle. He was buried in the cemetery
being held at the University of Kenhe died cherish and defend his
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., $19.50 per
at Paducah, but was later moved to the
year By mail to other destinations, $35.00 per
tucky, Lexington.
memory."
year.
Bowman
cemetery
at
Murray,
to
be
Marjorie Banks, Pamela Mahan, and
Genral Thompson, known to his
Member of Associated Press. Kentucky Press
buried next to his first wife.
Associaticin and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Betty Lassiter of Murray High School
friends as Bert, was born and grew up
Association
So ended the Batttle of Paducah,
have registered for the sixth annual
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
outside of Murray. He married, when
another Forrest's victories'. It has been
republish local news originated by The Murray
Dixie National Baton Twirling Institute
young and he later took two more
Ledger di Times as well as all other AP news
said of him that he never lost a battle in
June 15 to 20 at the University of
wives. After he had married for the
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
which he was the aggressor and
Business Office
Mississippi
753-19h.
third time to the daughter of a Mayfield
Classified Advertising
753-1916
organizer.
am
not
I
sure
that
this
is
Miss Julie Ann Hawkins, daughter of
Retail , Display ) Advertising
attorney, he moved to Paducah and
753-1919
accurate, but it certainly was true with
Circulation •
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hawkins, was
753-1916
entered the law firm of Bigger,
New and Sports Dept
753-1919
the
Battle
of
Paducah.
married to Gene Lovin$, son of Mr. and
Thompson and Roe.
Mrs. Otis Lovins, on May 31 at the
When the Civil War broke out.
College Presbyterian Church.
Thompson joined Nathan Bedfori
Forrest's men, commanding the Third
Brigade. This group was composed of
the third Kentucky Regiment, led by
Colonel G. A. C. Holt; the Seventh
Murray Unit 73, welcomed the group to
Kentucky Regiment, led by Colonel Ed
the 23rd annual spring conference of the
Crossland, the Eighth Kentucky
American Legion Auxiliary, DepartRegiment, led by colonel Hylan B.
ment of Kentucky. held at the Murray
Lyons, and the Twelfth Kentucky
Woman's Club House on June 2.
Regiment, led by the Colonel W. W.
Bro. L. H. Pogue will be the speaker
Faulkner.
at the series of gospel meetings to be
The march which ended up in the
held June 6 to 13 at the Murray Church
Battle of Paducah started at an enof Christ.
campment at Columbus, Mississippi.
Ben Hill was honored on May 30th
The men had been away from home for
with a surprise birthday dinner given
three years, and their ranks had been
by his wife. Eighty-five persons were
badly decimate by battle and disease,
present.
not to mention homesickness. When
Forrest ordered the men to report to
him with the goal of returning back to
west Kentucky, it was found that there
Tasonilla Hopson, Isaac Ford, Donald
were
nl enough horses left to transport
Nannie
Crawford, Ordest Erwin,
the men. But the soldiers were unBurkeen, and Laura Jeanette Curd are
daunted; they would willingly walk, it it
Calloway 4-H Club members who will
meant going back home.So they set out
attend Junior 4-H -Club ifeeit at the
on
foot, on their way to Jackson PurUniversity of Kentuaty,
chase.
New officers of the Murray State
The third week in March found the
Teachers College Alumni Assocatiorr
troops marching through Tupelo,
are Robert A. Everett, Union City,
Trenton, and Union City. There was a
Tenn., Claude Miller, Murray, and Mrs.
brief skirmish in Union City, where the
George Hart, Murray.
Union troops surrendered to what they
Marriages announced this week
believed to be a great number of
include Mary Wilda Cope to J. D. Wall
Confederate.. This, however, was the
on May 28.
result of the large amount of noise and
Births reported this week include a
confusion caused by the Rebels, who
girl, Jennye Sue, to Mr. and Mrs. Frank
had used this trick on other occasions.
Albert Stubblefield on May 29.
The night of March 24, the troops
Rebecca Farmer, daughter of Mr.
pitched camp at-Mayfield, preparing to
and Mrs. Autry Farmer, and senior at
move on to paducah the following day,
Murray Training School, was crowned
Good Friday. Word of their approach
queen of May at the Annual May day
had already reached Colonel S. G
and Class Festival held at the Training
Hicks, who was in charge of Fort
School.
Anderson ti's Paducah.'
Fort Anderson was a strong fort built
by the federal government as a
ground beef topped with 111
repository for food and other supplies
cheese, pickles, II
tomatoes,
lettuce.
needed
by
the
union
troops. These
the first part of a journey which will
onion and dressing on a toasted
supplies were Forrest's goal, since they
take them around the world.
were badly needed by his men.
se,same seed bun. UR
The swimming pool of the Murray
Colonel Hicks had patrols watching
Consumers Company on South Fourth
Bring a Friend or Neighbor. In
the old Mayfield road for signs of troops
Street, Murray, will carry the official
from early morning on through the day.
name of "Shady Dip", according to
About noon. the pickets sighted Rebels
Manager H. T. Waldrop.
and
the fighting began. The Conbira
was
Jones
at
honored
Ivan
federate soldiers chased the Union
thday dinner on May 25.
ment into Paducah, firing all the way,
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
while the Federals attempted to gain
"Buttons" starring Jackie Coogan.
shelter at Fort Anderson, where Hicks
Miss Ruth Tucker is visiting her sistei
and his men waited.
in Detroit, Mich.
Forrest had about 1900 men in his
command, and soon there was fighting
everywhere. About 3:00 Thompson
.•
Were Serving Our Community with
ordered his men tri attack the fort.
About 3:30 Forrest, under a flag of
Burger Queen Variety
.sent a note ta.klicka.tieniandiag
• .1r.uce1
immediate surrender of the fort, to
,
Burger Queen
which -Hicks reiStied in the negative.
Offer-Good at ihe following
•
After
lOcation.
that,
the
battle
begin
Queen
in
Burger
earnest.
is
NB
likewise! I pay onto you there
Of Murray
As Col. Thompson rode out to direct the
joy in the presence of the angels of
assault, one of the cannons in the fort
God over one sinner that repenteth
Limit one per customer
Luke 15:10
let loose with a cannon ball, totally
Make an angel happy today Repent
expires June 30th 1978
Coupon
Ilijk
decapitating him.
•
of your sin and take Christ as your
The soldiers then regrouped and hid
V
personal Saviour.
AND USE I
behind nearby houses and trees.

Echoes From The Past us Jiul

.The Battle Of Paducah
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Research May Bring More Federal Funds
Two weeks ago, Dr. Brian
economics
an
Motley,
professor at the University of
his
packed
Kentucky,
research findings in a briefcase and went of Washington
to testify before the national
Commission on Employment
and Unemployment Statistics.
If the conimission buys his

arguments, ii could mean
substantially more federal
funds will be directed to•
Kentucky counties. -- "A number of federal
programs are based on
unemployment rates, and my
testimony concerned whether
unemployment rates are an
appropriate way of allocating

federal funds," Dr. Motley
said. "The Kentucky unemployment rate is low by
national standards, which
means we get less of these
funds, but our income level
and standard of living are
near the bottom.
"Let's say, for example,
that Michigan has a seven

percent unemployment rate
and Kentucky also has that
rate. Should both states
receive equal amounts of
federal funds? I say that
Kentucky should get a little
more because it is a poorer
state," Di. Motley gaid.

State labor statisticians
agree that unemployment
figures do not accurately
reflect the states mummy,
which means less federal
money Is received than is
truly due. And they go further.
nter-say that the federally
But how can a local commandated way of counting the
unemployed fails to include munity convince a prospective
12,000 or 13.000 unemployed new industry that the labor is
really available if the federal
Short Wash, Normal Wash, people in the state.
government says it isn't?
Rinse and Hold, Wash and
That not only means the
It can't, according to
Hold, Pots and Pans, Samfederal Eugene Denny, chairman of
Wash, Sani-Rinse, Plastic state receives less
program the industrial foundation of
Wash and Plate Warmer. The unemployment
ilium Eddyville and Lyon County.
could
also
it
funds,
61-1598 also includes sound
development is Denny feels the federal
industrial
insulation.
jeopardized.
unemployment figure for
Model 61-1238 includes
Lyon County is far lower than
an
that
"We're worried
Norrnhl Wash,ShorrWash and
actual rate but can't prove
the
Plate Warmer, plus energy- industry iii another state it.
new
looking for • a site for a
saver switch.
plant will look at the federal
We have a new industrial
The energy-saver - switch figures for unemployment in
here, but we're just
park
available
the
think
Kentucky,
allows the use of air drying,
our wheels, because
spinning
too
rather than operating the coil labor market here is
a prospective new.
give
we
if
go
can't
We
say,
and
small,
heater during the dry cycle,
federal unemthe
industry
and is available on all mode'll: down there," Bruce Halliday
for the area,
rate
ployment
of
Office
state's
the
of
All models also feature a full Developmental Planning said. they'll just turn around and go
somewhere else," Denny said.
door seal, built-in macerator
The man who complies
Motley said that the fact
blade to prevent food particles
from clogging the pump,and a unemployment figures for the that a federal commission is
door panel that allows the state, Bob MacDonald of the looking into the question of
Human how labor statistics .are
Department of
installation of ka" wood
Resources, agrees that his compiled at least indicates
panels. Color panels in the
figures are far off the mark. that there is a chance things
door include White, Arnond,
future.
and Harvest Wheat, with door But he adds, "We have no may improve in the
panels available in Coffee and
fresh Avocado as an acCessory kit.
In addition to the three new
built-in models, Tappan also
has three converitble-portable
models that carry over in their
dishwasher line.

nA
New ishwasher tine
A completely new line of with all three models
built-in dishwashers has been featuring two spray arms,
introduced by the Tappan porcelain tub and door linet
and energy-saver switch.
Appliance Division.
At the top of the line, Model
The three-model line is 61-1598 features a deluxe pushcompletely new in both styling button control panel with eight
and performance features, cycle selections, including.

"When the commission the
choice because the method of
compiling these figures is National Commission on
federally mandated—all the Employment and Unemstates have to do it the same ployment Statistics) finishes
its work in a year, I feel sure
way."
In rural communities in that their recommendation
Kentucky, people know the job will alter the way we measure
market and will stop looking unemployment at the local
for work when they know no level. I gave them all my
work is available, labor research in the area and hope
statisticians in Frankfort say. that it influences their work.
When that happens, they are That's the only way we can
no tUngei counted among the--have an -impsteV-De.- Motley
unemployed, even though they said.
would apply for a jotrif-they--heard a new plant was opening -

SA1,
Na

iittrell
Attends
Seminar

Jeff Littrell, Manager,.
Burnett's Shoes in Murray,
attended the 4th annual Independent Shoe Retailing
Seminar, May 20-23, 1978, at _
Cumberland
College in
Lebanon, Tennessee.
The seminar brought approximately' 150 retailers,
salesmen, and executives
from every section of the
to the
United States
Cumberland College campus.
The purpose of the seminar
was to discuss every phase of
the shoe business, to answer
every question, and to clarify
fundamental issues and
concerns.
A "Table Topic Dinner" and
a tour of the Texas Boot
Company highlighted the
session

By TOTI
AP Spo
SEATTL1
Impossible
Silas,
is
anymore.
-This tea
has so man:
RUTH TITSWORTH PICKENS,daughter of Dr. and Mrs. A.
H. Titsworth, graduated May 13 from the University of
Kentucky School of Pharmacy. She is a member of SAKPHA and Lambda Kappa Sigma Pharmaceutical fraternity
for women. She graduated from Murray State University
in 1975 where she was a member of Alpha Lambda Delta
and Beta Beta Beta honorary societies, and Alpha
Omicron Pi social sorority. She is married to James B.
Pickens, manager of Pickens Electric Supply Company, Arcadia Drive, Murray. Mrs. Pickens is now employed by
Begley Drug Company.

B &.1 Hydraulics
The New Service for Murray!

436-2788
Component pick-up and delivery can be arranged.
Service calls available at your request.

Business Men
Aided By
SBA
From Gravel Trucks
To Service
Pick-Ups
The Best Protection
Comes From Us

Coll 753-4451
\Free Estimates Best Quotes In Town!

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance
Billy Menem

Van Naverstock

FRANKFORT, Ky. - How
can yo,u prevent passing of
bad checks to your small
business' How can you reduce
losses due to shoplifting? The
answers to these and other
questions asked by persons
with small businesses can be
found in a collection of aids
that soon will be located in the
state's regional libraries.

A Hydraulic REBUILDING SHOP

We rebuild your hydraulic or air cylinders, all types of
hydraulic or air jacks or lifts, pumps, control or selector
valves, porta-powers - whether your equipment be farm,
construction, business or industrial, we can fill your
hydraulic needs.
Call Us At

by Bill Boyd

Coupons
represent
potential savings, yet of
54 BILLION coupons
that are issued each
year, less than ten per
cent are redeemed.
Many coupons are clipped but never used.
_

Save with coupons whenever you can. You can
always save when you have a savings account
with us.
TAKE A PEEK, GET EXC1TED—A new wave of,excitement and romance are what's in
store for the millions of Americans who have been in love with Ford's Mustang for the
past 14 years. A completely new Mustang with style, flair and performance will return
to the American automotive scene this fall. The actual car in the foreground varies
somewhat trim the life-size background rendering prepared at Ford's Design Center,
Dearborn, Mich.

Member FDIC

The state branch of the
federal Small Business
Administration has given the
state library 18 collections of
brochures and booklets as aids
to owners of small businesses.
Each collection contains a
series of three types of guides:
Small business aids, technical
aids and management aids, all
to,lie cataloged for easy access.

Bank of Murray
offer our

congratulations
to

Put US to work when
looking to sell your
goods. Our staff is
on hand to help you
create ads that get
results! Call us now,

Miirray
Ledger Sc Times
h. 753-1919
"How'd I get that storm
damage repaired so quickly?"
/1 •
1
/x.
/1.- 4
•

Ruth Titsworth Pickins
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According to Edna Milliken,
administrative assistant for
program development with
the state Department of
Library and Archives, persons
having problems with their
small businesses will be able
to refer to one of the 170-piece
collections for solutions._

We at the

Tales CI

*FA
1.4 4‘

For Auto, Business, Homeowners, Workmens
Compensation, and all kinds of Insurance
needs in these areas See Agents:

Bob Billington, Gwen Billington, Dan Shipley
Tom Scruggs or Guy Billington!
it‘o

Murray !myirance Agency -

r4NSUltittKli

-

"I've got
the Shield!"
inwetwos ;Alper.
•••••*,..
Sha41

-

MOE M

rokIly ohm wo. NMI 71.

Ronnie Ross
753 WO*

"People Dedicated to PrciteselimaiWne-

Serving Murray and Calloway Co
with 34 Years of Insurance Experience
hi Air Coder
753-4751
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Robyn Burke, Candy Jackson Are One Step Away
From Winning State Doubles'Tennis Championship
Murray High's Robyn Burke
and Candy Jackson are one
step away from bringing home
the Kentucky Girls High School
doubles tennis championship.
Burke and Jackson.teamed
up Friday to handily defeat
Diane Cash and Laura
Rudenga of Glasgow 6-0, 6-1
and put down the team of Ann
Pollard and Susan Daly of Ft.
Thomas Highlands in the
semifianl round 6-1, 6-4.
Jackson and Burke will meet

Nina Howard and Lisa Howard
of Sacred Heart in today's
championship match at the
Unitersity of Ke,*ucky courts
in Lexington.
Sacred Heart advanced to
the finals by beating Paris in
the semifinal round.
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Top-seeded Beth Ramser of
Louisville Presentation was
within two matches of an
unprecedented fourth state

title today following Wins in a
pair of matches in the Kentucky high school tennis
tournament.
In doubles, the boy's final
today matched the Richmond
Model team of Chuck Gibson
and John Rowlett against St.
Xavier's duo of Jim Miller and
Peter Thompson.
Ramser lost only three
games Friday in winning her
two opening round matches,
defeating Karen Clark of

Franklin-Simpson 6-2,6-1 and
Rita Ohm of Louisville Stuart
6-0,6-0.
Ramser's easy wins were
typical of Friday's play as the
four top seeds in the boy's and

Bishop Davi,g1,6-0, 6-0 and Greg
Hill of Henderson County 6-3,
6-4.
Ramser was to meet thirdseeded Gay Nutter of Paris in
today's semifinals. Nutter
girl's division advanced to this defeated Julie Elder of
morning's semifinals. The Louisville Central 6-0, 6-0
finals were to be contested this Friday and Clara Kuhlman of
Covington Notre Dame 3-6, 6afternoon.
In the boy's competition, 1,6-1.
In the other semifinal,
topseeded Ira Schechter of
Amy
Louisville Ballard defeated second-seeded
Tony Leveronne of Louisville Dougherty of Louisville
Sacred Heart, a twotime
runnerup to Ramser, was to
face fourth-seeded Suzanne
Kuhlman of Notre Dame_
Dougherty defeated Mary
Wegel of Somerset--641-,----641
Friday and Jill Hertzman of
Ballard 6-1, 6-4. Kuhlman
defeated Ann Wuerdeman of
Ashland 6-0, 6-0 and Vanessa
throws in the final four to play when suddenly the Dixon of Henderson County 6minutess.
'1,6-1.
Bullets began finding the
Schechter moved to today's
"The difference tonight was range. Bobby Dandridge
semifinals
against thirdthat we were a little smarter made three baskets as
down the stretch," said Washington outscored Seattle seeded Whit Jones of
Seattle Coach Lenny Wilkens. 10-1 to close the gap to 84-83 Louisville Waggener, who
defeated Todd Clements of
"One thing you can't do when with 4:20 remaining.
Fort Thomas Highlands 6-3,6a team makes a run at you is
Kevin
Grevey,
2 and Mark Randolph of
walk the ball up the court. Washington's leading scorer
When we got back to executing with 22 points, hit one free University Breckinridge 6-2,62.
and our running game, our throw with 3:14 to play, but
In the other semifinal,
shots came back."
fouled out shortly thereafter, ,second-seeded Lynn
Bybee of
Seattle was coasting with an depriving the Bullets of their
Louisville Central was to meet
83-73 lead with seven minutes best outside threat.
fourth-seeded John Varga of
Louisville St. Xavier. Bybee
defeated Scott Underwood of
Glasgow 6-0, 6-1 and Scott
Pitts of Franklin County 7-5,64
By The Associated Press
Division. Rice, who amazed a
slugging percentage of .760,
GOLF
also had four doubles and two
CHARLOTTE, N.C. — triples. He scored
23 runs and
Arnold Palmer fired a 5- delivered six game-winning'
under-par 70 to take a 1-stroke
hits.
lead after the second-round of
By The Associated Press
the $300,000 Kemper Open Golf
NATIONAL LEAGUE
TENNIS
Tournament.
EAST
PARIS — Top-seeded Bjorn
Tom Weiskopf and Craig
.W L
Pct. GB
Borg of Sweden defeated
Stadler, who both posted 71s in
25 20
.556 —
American Rick Fagel 6-0, 6-1, Chi
their first rounds, vaulted into
23 21
523
11
/
2
6-0 in his bid for a third French Phil
a tie for second place, 1 stroke
Mont
25 23
.521
11
/
2
Open tennis title.
behind Palmer.
23 28
5
.451
Borg, who won the Italian NY
TORONTO — JoAnn Dost Open last week
21 26
.447
5
and won the Pitt
shot a 6-under-par 67 with the
18 32
360
91,2
French Open title in 1974 and SLou
help of eight birdies to move 1975,
WEST
remains alive in the
into a two-way tie for the
31 16
.660
tournament along
with SFra
second-round lead in a $100,000
31 19, .620
second-seeded
Guillermo cinc
Ladies Professional Golf _
27 21
.563
_A.merican _Harold..
Association tournament.
ie
.458
22 26
Solomon, Italy's Corrado
Rookie Donna Horton White Barruzzutti and Mexico's Hous
21 25
.457
shot a 4-under 69, bringing her Raul Ramirez.
Atla
18 28
.391
even with Dost at 6-under 140
PORT WASHINGTON, N.Y.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
/or two days over the 6,265- — Judy Alvarez of Tampa,
EAST
yard, par-73 St, George's Golf Fla. and Nancy Reed of
Pct. GB
.W
and Country Club layout.
Winter Park, Fla., the top686
35 16
One shot back at 139 were seeded players, have moved Bost
625
30 18
3/
1
2
Beth Stone, the first-round into singles semifinals of their NY
27 21
563
61
/
2
Detr
leader, and Mary Dwyer.
divisions in the National
.500
25 25
Balt
9/
1
2
Women's Senior Indoor Tennis
489 10
23 24
Milw
BASEBALL
Championships.
NEW YORK — Jim Rice of
478 101
/
2
Cleve 22 24
the Boston Red Sox who
367 16
18 31
Toro
pounded out 13 home runs and
TRACK AND FIELD
WEST
drove in 33 runs during May,
EUGENE,
Ore.
.565
— KC
26 20
was named American League Sophomore Greg Foster of Oak!
.563
27 21
Player of the Month.
UCLA set an American record Cal
25 22
.532
11
/
2
The 25-year-old outfielder of 13.22 seconds in the 110- Tex
24 23
21
/
2
.511
was instrumental in leading meter high hurdles at the Minn
7½
.408
20 29
the Red Sox into first place in NCAA Outdoor track and field Chi
18 28
8
.391
the American League East championships
17 35
Seat
.327 12

SuperSonics Notch Third Win In
Nailhiting Victory Over Bullets
By TONY BAKER
AP Sports Writer
SEATTLE (AP) — The
Impossible Dream, says Paul
Silas,
isn't
impossible
anymore.
"Thls team is so young. It
has so many things to improve
Dr. and Mrs. A.
University of
ember of SAKitical fraternity
late University
Lambda Delta
s, and Alpba
d to James B.
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Tates Creek Tops
E'Town To Win
Baseball Crown
OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP) —
Tony Mack earned his second
pitching victory in as many
days and drove in a pair of
• runs to lead Lexington Tates
Creek to
8-4 win over
Elizabethtown for the Kentucky High School baseball
championship.
- Mack, voted the tournament's . most valuable
player, relieved Tates Creek
starter Bred Redrnon and held
!; Elizabethtown to one run and
- three hits the rest of the way
Friday night. Mack went the
route Thursday in winning a 21 decision in the semifinals
over two-time defending state
champion Owensboro.
Tates Creek decided the
game in the top of the sixth,
breaking a 44tle with a t ireerun outburst. Too Gilbert
doubled and Landon King
walked to Start the uprising,
and each runner advanced
when a pickoff attempt by
E'town catcher John Nusz
sailed into centerfield.
Mark Mangione broke the
tie with a sacrifice fly. Mack
followed with a double to drive
in King and Dave Carroll
finished the fireworks when he
doubled in Mack.
It was the first state
baseball title for Tates Creek,
which denied Elizabethtown
its third title. The Panthers
won previously in 1970 and
1975. Tates Creek finished the
season
. 24-9
while
Elizabethtown finished at 28-9.

upon. But we're here," said
Silas, Seattle's veteran
forward,
after
the
SuperSonics' nail-biting 98-94
National
Basketball
Association championship
series victory over the
Washington Bullets Friday
night.
.
"We're one game away,"
continued Silas."We can do it,
we can do it."
The victory before a wild
sellout crowd of 14,098 at the
Seattle Center Coliseum gave
the Sonics a 3-2 lead over the
Bullets in the best-of-seven
playoff finals.
Seattle can cap its incredible journey through the
playoffs and win the whole
thing — the NBA championship — with a triumph in
Game 6 on Sunday at the
Capital Centre in Landover,
Md.
If Washington wins Sunday,
the seventh and deciding
game would be played here
Wednesday night.
Guards Fred Brown and
Dennis Johnson combined for
50 points and the Sonics got
some clutch rebounds and free.
throws down the stretch in
Friday night's victory that left
the Bullets teetering on the
edge of the playoff cliff.
"I'm not happy with tonight,
but we got what we came here
for," said Washington Coach
Dick Motta, referring to the
Bullets' victory in Game 4
Tuesday night that gave them
a split of the two games here.
"Tonight's game would
have been gravy. We knew we
had to get back to the Capital
Centre for Game 6," Motta
said.
The Sonics, seeking the first
championship in their 11-year
history, blew a 15-point lead in
losing Tuesday night and saw
an 11-point bulge dwindle to a
single point Friday night.
But this time, as the noisy
crowd yelled "We're No. 1!,"
the Sonics met the challenge
and held on to win as Gus
Williarns calmly sank five free

Sports In Brief

The
Standings

Field Of 76 Entered In George
Hart Tourney Wednesday
A field of 76 lady golfers dollars. Players will be prefrom the four-state area flighted by handicaps and the
around Murray will be tournament will be shotgun
chasing defending champion. started, beginning at 9 a. m.
Nancy Howell of Clarksville,
The winner of the chamTenn., Wednesday when they pionship flight also wIll
tee them up for the 11th annual receive the coveted traveling
George Hart Invitational trophy provided by Mrs.
Tournament at the Murray Lochie Hart of Murray in
Country Club.
memory of he husband, the
Five former winners also late George HA.A prominent
are entered-in the one-day, 18- civic leader, Mr. Hart was
hole, medal-play tournament: mayor of Murray, president of
Jane Ann Nall of Mayfield who the Bank of Murray and, an
won the initial Hart title in active member of the club.
Anderson,
Mary
1968;
Another special trophy
Metroplis, Ill., the 1969 win- traditionally awarded at the
ner; Mary Jane Alford, tournament is the Dorothy
Paducah, who won in 1970 and Holland Team Trophy, an
1972; Harriet Drusch, the 1973.. award provided by Al Lindwinner from •Jackson, Mo.; sey, Murray jeweler, in
and Mary Bain, Sikeston, Mo., memory of his aunt, an active
member of the club until her
th,e 1976 winner.
Co-chairmen of this year's death in 1970.
tournament are Carol Hibbard
The trophy will be presented
and Frances Hulse. They are to the. four players from any
being assisted by the ladies club whose aggregate score is
making up the golf committee the lowest of any similar
at the club, the co-chairmen of group participating. Last
which are Margaret Shuffett year; the team trophy was
won by a team from the Oaks
and Veneta Sexton.
—e-fithe Country --C1f16
itrYlee-Tow
-ra
--Tife-ffe
day's activities, including. Murray+Murrelle ARAPiff..
lunch, a style show and other.- Mary Bain, Carolyn CaldOell
special activities in addition to and Mary Bogard.
the 18 holes of medal play.
Other events include a ling
The top winners in each five driving contest on the third
flights will receive prizes hole and a hole-in-one contest
valued at several hundreds of on the 125-yard 11th.

Last year, Miss :Howell
posted an even par 75 to win
the tournament on her second
try by five strokes. Finishing
second were Mrs. Bain and
Mrs. Hibbard, both with 80's.

Pairings And
Tee-Oft Times
The ladies and the tees from which
they wdl start Wednesday are
No. 1-Rae Warfoni, Nancy Neckol.
Dean Conyer and Mary Jane Alford.
No. 2-Mary Bain, Nancy Howell.
Jerlene Sullivan and Frances Hulse
No. 3-Jane Ann Nall, Betty Lowry.
Harriet Druach and Carol Hibbard.
No.4-Sandy Weintraub. Helen Glover,
Margaret Shuffett and Pat Glover.
No, 3-Ruby Bennett, Carolyn Caldwell,Shirley Morris and Janie Albritten.
No. 6-Versela Sexton, Doris Thomas,
Mary Anderson and Evelyn Jones.
No. 7-Betty Stewart, Toni Hopson,
Teena King and Edna Low.
No. a-Mary Bogard, Euvie Mitchell,
Dee Albright and Inas Orr.
No. 3-Norma Smith, Priscilla McArthur. Donna Owens and Connie Wood.
No 10-Tobie Williams Gale Ledbetter, Vickie Nance and Dianne
Villanova
No 11-Mabel Rilgers, Mary Ayers,
Pauline Green and Elizabeth Sluameyer.
No 12-Sue Cixstello, Candy Coleman,
Ruth 7.iemann and Fairs Alexander •
No. las-Wanda Brown, Shartin Kelso,
Nancy Fandrich and Anna Mary Adams,
No. 14-Rita laneave, Millie Itallone

via*

Staff Photo By Lowell Atchley

UK's Jack 'Goose' Givens Wins
SEC 'Athlete Of Year' Award
Sly F.T. MacFEELY
Associted Press Writer
JACKSONVILLE BEACH,
Kentucky
( AP)Eli.
basketball star Jack "Goose"
Givens looked fondly at the
tall trophy he won as
Southeastern
Conference
Athlete of the Year and said,
"I beat a lot of great individuals. It is a great honor
for me."
Givens was selected Friday
night over football, track and
standouts
swimming
nominated by the nine other
SEC universities as their
outstanding athletes
..
His well-chiseled face broke
into a broad grin as SEC
Commissioner
Boyd
McWhorter announced Givens
as the winner of his latest of a
string of honors since leading
the Kentucky Wildcats to the
national collegiate basketball
championship with a 41-point
scoring spree against Duke in
,
the title game.

Givens said he was nervous off the floor than on — and
through the introductions and that's no discredit to his
ability as a basketball player.
film clips of all 10 nominees.
"I believe there was more Re's such a super person."
Givens' sisters, Barbara
tension than the night of the
NCAA tourney final game," and Paulette, had their first
Givens said with another plane ride when they came
here for the award dinner and
flashy smile.
The award wrapped up his smiled proudly at their 6-foot-4 a
collegiate career with a brother.
"He's a superb brother,"
trophy, a gold and silver tray
plus a $2,500 scholarship for said Paulette.
his university.
As Givens said, he beat out
"Now it's just a matter of classy competition, including
waiting for the pro draft," five from football, Louisiana
Givens said. "I'll make--etr—State
tailback
Charles
decision after that."
Alexander, Alabama wide
He's already made his first receiver Ozzie Newsome,
$10,000 as a pro in a bar- Georgia linebacker Jeff ,
nstorming series of basketball Lewis, Mississippi defensive
games around his native state end George Plasketes and
with three other seniors from Vanderbilt linebacker Ed
Kentucky's national champs.
Smith; two track quarter
Kentucky Coach Joe hall milers, Auburn's Willie Smith
called the selection of Givens and Mississippi State's Evis
as the conference's best a Jennings; and two from
natural.
swimming, Tennessee's Andy
"He's a most deserving Coan and Florida's Chris young man — a better person Snode.
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TheIndian
in the Blanket
had the
RightIdea.
On sweltering days, he'd wrap a heavy blanket around him
to keep out the heat. Strange, but it worked. And the same
principle can work for you, keeping the summer heat out of your
home. Wrap it in a blanket of insulation. Put it in the attic, under
the floor, and, if building, in the walls. After that, you'll want to
caulk windows and frames,and weatherstrip exterior doors.
Then yoUr home will be like the Indian — blanketed
against summers heat.
cs
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514--EuldensRobinson. Betty Scott,- .
—1-111Sarah:11iondaniod-Janelfoodard..
• No 111A-Mareur Cnieman, Louise
Ravenna Cullom and Janet
Browning.
No. 18 Et-Bertha Beasley, Edith
Garriwm and Phyllis Bodfah
No, 17-Polly Seale, Ada Sue Roberta,
File Hill and Martha Sue Ryan.
Mn 111-Ann Finch, Cecil Ferrell. Mary
Ellen Looker and Margaret Schmidt

SIGNS WITH UNLV—Senior track standout Felecia Pinner is shown Friday signing a
four year letter of intent with University of Nevada at Las Vegas. Sitting with her
are
girksnach Sue Outland andboys coach Jim Nix. Pinner won.the state championship
this year in the 220 and the'440. She is the daughter of William and Faye Pinner, Route
Mutt

4

DEFENDING HART CHAMF Nancy Howell of Clorrerille,
Tenn., last year's winner co the Gorge fort Invitational
ladies' golf tournament, will Se on the course defending her
title when play begins WedneidaY•
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A tournament official (in dark coveralls) emptys the water from Murray Sass Club
member Hugh Masseys bag of fish just prior to its being weighed. On the opposite
Broken Arrow,
end a smaing and waiting his turn is Roland Martin, top bass pro from
of the Kenday
second
the
on
spot
Oklahoma. Martin slipped into the number two
in the final
five
number
position
to
dropped
but
Tournament,
BASS.
tucky Invitational
the top
in
him
put
to
talky Friday. Martin's three-day total was enough, however,
Anglers
Bass
The
competition.
Classic
BASS.
the
position for the overall pounds in
and caps
year
each
during
tournaments
invitational
six
schedules
Society
Sportsman
tourneys. Roland
them off with a Classic tourney for the top scorers in the imviatitional
amounts to 107
year
this
tourneys
four
for
lead
Classic
overall
one
Martin's number
follows
pounds even. Bobby Murray, the BASS. first Classic winner seven years ago
top
bid's
Classic
the
in
names
Famous
ounces.
3
pounds
100
Martist close behind with
Shorty
twenty include Jerry Rhyne, David Fliebe, Jim Houston, Rick Clunn, Tom Mann,
-Evans, Bill Ward,and Tommy Martin.
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Murray fisherman, Hugh Massey (right) takes time to greet a friend, James
"Poolie" Dawson, B.ASS. maintenance engineer. Massey had a slow start in the
tournament but managed a three-day total of 22 pounds 2 ounces for 36th position.
No other Murray entrant placed in the top 40. Ron Shearer of Lexiagton, KY, recent
Kentucky Lake American Bass Fishermen tourney winner, placed 11th with 35 pounds
and 4 ounces. Al Curtis, Cadiz, KY nabbed 12th place with 33 pounds even. Sol Fritz of
Hopkinsville,KY managed 38th place with 21 pounds 2 ounces.
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By Hamp Brooks
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It must be a mater of pure complete agreement at that find about thirty rigs or
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at
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go
past
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Somewhere
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day
all
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see
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There is something new just
nothing
of
acres
million
would
society or culture you
beginning to really blossom
care to notice is deeply in- what's there?
From the vantage point of across the nation in four wheel
volved.
competition. DRAG
Our present day educational one who's been there we pass drive
Drag racing is
Most
RACING.
comments.
few
a
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imsystem places great
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or
new.
one
nothing
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portance on competition, fourwheelers
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other
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spread
these
tentionally. Students compete One of
nights out on
those
on
goes
remember
who
type
recreational
and
for grades, for honors,
right here in
roads
ride,
country
the
trail
ultimately for jobs. Athletics the occasional
The' kig
County.
Mostly
Calloway
etc.
trip,
camping
on
places a very high priority
organized
that
a
was
and
problem
involvement
physical competition in its family
took a paved half
fullest. Even the world today purely relaxed atmosphere. competition
few individuals
very
few
and
a
mile
find
will
in everyday life is a mater of True, you
put out the
would,
or
where
could,
climbs
hill
impromptu
competition to a certain excapital to set up such
tent. One must compete to be folks see who can climb the kind of
steepest, and who can cross an event.
successful
Here is where the four wheel
That assumes that success the deepest mudhole.
four
angle has the real edge.
drive
among
also
But
is what the world is all about.
for a mere three
And the younger generation, wheelers we find a second The rigs run
And no
feet.
these
hundred
And
folks.
of
group
to their everlasting credit, has
is needed. The
shown enough sense to not people are competitors in pavement
the better
completely "buy" this con- every sense. Sometime: worse the surface
ap-proaching actually. Just about any
almost
cept.
county fair
Fourwheelers are a peculiar professional in their in- cowpasture or
And
adequate.
Drive
plenty
gound
is
Wheel
Four
lot for the most part. I can just volvement.
Figure
will
superfast.
You
is
action
the
exarnnle.
an
are
Pulls
in
see a thousand heads nod

Hwy. 641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

on seeing a race every two to
three minutes. Some of the
four wheel drive rigs are so
wild with the super low
gearing and paddle type tires
that they actually get airborne
after a gear shift.
the Twin Lakes Four
Wheelers are hosting a four
wheel drive drag race on
Sunday afternoon June 11.
This event will be held at the
Benton City Park which is on
the right as you enter Benton
from here on the 641 highway.
And the admission is very
reasonable for solid enJertainment. Two bucks for
the big kids (adults) and one
buck for the little ones
(children). Parking is'free. If
you are interested in entering
your rig in the race check
down at Hooks Wheel
Alignment as to rules and
entry fees.
Go take a look at the races.
We did and we like them. The
lady that lives at this house
has already put the triple
whammy on yours truly's
plans to enter "tier" jeep in
the action. Guess we'll have to
watch. The automatic gear
shift is going to be the death of
the old breed. Mama likes it.
HAPPY
WHEELING.

FOUR

Open Mon. thru Sat OM 9
'Sunday 1-6

\f\f‘Altrut

001)

Sportsmen:

BASS. president, Ray Scott instructs a team of check-in station workers on the
procedures to be used throughout the tournament The workers above are members
Danof the Murray Bass Club and are from left to right-Jerry Maupin, Lyle Underwood,
Hale.
Reed
and
Bury
Ken
Whitfield,
Truman
McConnell,
Jerry
Lowe,
Robert
ny Grimes,
also saw
The check-in crew processed 1164 bass totalling 2,579 pound 7 ounces. They
tourney.
3-day
the
during
limits
7-bass
twenty-nine

Sports Meld Recognized
For Visual &silence
Among Outdoor
and Sports Magazines

Wasn't this past week
great? I don't remember when
we had a better cos. I am
speaking of the ideal fishing,
sking, camping or just all
around perfect anything
weather.
I guess most of you that
were our, did get a little too
much sun, even though it was
hazy. Beware, that haze will
bring the moisture in your
skin to the surface and then
you can really burn, real
blisters too!
A lot of people caught fish by
trolling the main river
channels and bars that were in
the 7 to 12 foot depths.
The Sauger was the main
fish taken while the white bass
were a slow second. The water

temperature has risen to the
high 70's and become quite
Clear. as this happens most
fish seek the shady areas or
simply go out of the bays to the
deeper main lake.
I think the deep wee-r is still
the best lure to use while
trolling any given area. There
are more color variations than
we can name so my best colors
have been crawfish, chartruese, and shad-black back.
A few crappie are still being
taken from the deeper brush,
but they are very slow and
seem to profer jigs over
minnows.
The Black Bass were tough
for many of the B.A.S.S. oro's
Wednesday as 188 men caught

370 bass. Keeping in mind that
a legal bass for them has to be
14 inches long, that isn't too
bad for the first day.
The bluegill will soon be the
main attraction for many as
they continue to sweep the
banks getting ready for a
spawning frenzy. A few
mayflies now and then should
help out if you like to use a fly
rod. I think that bluegill have
the best flavor of all our fish so
try them and see for yourself.
Remember to check your
boat batteries regularly
during the coming hot weather
because they will dry out very
fast.
Happy Fishing!

Cain's, AMC,Jeep
BUCKS BODY SHOP

The folks over at Sports
Afield landed a big one in the
journalysm waters the other
day. It liras the only outdoor
magazine—in fact the only
publication in the entire sports
field—to be named a finalist in
the "Visual Excellence"
category for the prestigious
National Magazine Awards.
The Columbia Graduate
School of Journalism judges,
in casting about for a winner,
got hooked on the "overall
appearance" of Sports Afield.
The company Sports Afield
was in with for the finals was:
Forbes, New York, Politicks &
Other Human Interests, and
Architectural Digest, the
later, winner of the tip honor.
"It's sure gratifying," said
Ted Kesting, S-A's Editorial
Director, "that the dramatic
innovations we made during
1977 took us to the finals in
magazine journalism's most
coveted awards program."

41,
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Shipwash

Coldwater Rd
.753-6448

Boat 'N' Motor
Outboard 8. Stern drive Service

Check tht_talitts in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing license'
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diana.
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759-IR72

203 E. Main

We -gal900 Sycamore

753-5142
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Three "flights" of bass fishermen, each group leaving 30 minutes apart beginning at 6
a.m., check in 30 minutes apart in the afternoon. Each bassin' rig above equiped with
water temperature guages, depth finders, trolling motors, and other specialized equipment, cost each angler an average of $9,000. Another $1,000 or more can be
mustered ihja for graphite rods, reeK and artificial lures used by these fishermen. According to a BAS.S.spokesman,each fisherman will generate from $6-800 of business
during a five or six day stay in a tournament area. The Aurora - Jonathan Creek area is
estimated to have received in excess of $130,000 in commercial trade from the tournament. This was made possible, in part, by the endeabors of Sportsman's Lodge and
Sportsman's Marina and the Kenlake Marina for co-sponsoring the tournament in that
area.

James
n the

4-1

recent
iounds
Fritz of

'WOW EVANS 8.45.5. KENTUCKY LAKEINVITMONN TOURNAMENT WINNER
A sixty-five Oar-old Houston, Missouri undertaker kept his fish alive to take top honors in the Kentucky Invitaitonal
BASS.tournament at Kentucky Lake Friday. Avoiding penalty points for non-surviving fish, Evans managed a threeday total of 19 live largemouth bass totaling 56 pounds 13 ounces. The Missouri man will take home $14,120 in cash
and prizes. Included in the winnings is a $3700 bass boat for weighing in the largest bass during the 3-day tournament The 7 pound 9 ounce lunker(above right) is the fish that won the boat. The 5 pound 8 ounce bass on the
left added to the bulk of Evans total winning weight. Other prize include a second bass boat rig and $5,520 cash.
Second largest bass caught during the tournament was a 7 pound 7 ounce bass landed by Charles Conkle from Indiana. That bass earned Conkly $850. Tennesseean Dave Carter clinched a $350 third largest bass prize for his 6 _
pound 10 ounce bass.
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The Bass Anglers Sportsman Society portable "aquarium hospital" for tournamentcaught bass is manned here by B.ASS. emploee, James "Poolie" Dawson (far side)
and Murray Bass Club member,Jerry Maupin (near side). The tank, built in 1972,is a one
of a kind "refresher" tank for bass containing 625 gallons of aquaflavin-treated water. •
Chemicals added to the filtered and aereated water help prevent fungus on manhandled fish, treating areas of the bass where protective slime may have been
removed from the fish's skin. Fishermen are encouraged to maintain an aereated livewell in their boats and are penalized for any dead fish brought through the check-in
station.

_BENTON, Ky. (AP) — A
Houston, Mo., man used a
catch of 13 pounds 5 ounces to
grab the $14,120 top prize in
the Bass Anglers Sportsman
Society's Kentucky Lake
invitational tournament.

L.F. "Shorty" Evans, a 65year-old mortician, led all
three days of the event and
Friday became the oldest
angler ever to win a BASS
the
in
tournament
organization's 11-year history.
Evans finished more than
nine pounds ahead of Raleigh,
N.C., insurance executive
Paul Chamblee, who was
runner-up with 4714 pounds.
Chamblee earned $2,380.
Bobby Murray of Nashville.
Tenn., received $1.780 for

finishing third with 45 pounds
6 ounces, and Bo Dowden of
Natchitoches, La., took fourth
4 pounds. He earned
/
with 423
$1,485.
Roland Martin of Broken
Arrow, Okla., slipped from
runner-up spot in the second
round and caught only one
bass — weighing 4 pounds 6
ounces — Friday to finish fifth
with 42 pounds6 ounces.
Light rain and overcast
skies made for good fishing
conditions for the, 188-angler
tournament's final round
Friday. Most of the best bass
catches reportedly came from
Barkley Lake.
Evans, a veteran of more
than 10 years of tournament
fishing, said he found a hot
spot in Lake Barkley on
Sunday, the first practice day.
Evans said he caught about
all his bass from thai spot, an
area the size of a 100-foot
circle, and said he took them
on plastic worms.
Evan's 7 pound 9 ounce
largemouth bass also won the
big bass honors.

Murray Home & Auto

A familiar face to Kentucky Lake bass fishing is tackJe
manufacturer, Stan Sloan. Sloan headed back to Nashville
Tennessee empty-handed this trip by not placing in any
of the money positions. There is always another time and
another tournament.

Carroll Tire Service
it,et*
See'Us For
Uniroyal Gumbo aniMirhelin Tires

with a fishing buddy
Noted bass fisherman and tackle manufacturer, Tom Many'(in dark shirt and cap) converses
top 40 mark Which left him out of
about his day's results. The scoreboard behind- Mann recorded him below the
$90,000 bus that serves as the ofsharing a part of the $44,000 plus prize fund. The scoreboard is mounted on the
including the all-important
equipment,
BASS.
all
for
and
hauler
van
moving
and
headquarters
ficial tournament
portable holding tank.

Murray's
Qualified Bear Archery Service
Cliectme

751 /511

•HOOKS

ALIGNM

759-1872

Thornton
Body
Shop
•
.24 Hour Wrecker Serice
21lCnIr1wat'rRd.- Mutray, Ky

Specializing in servicing tires & 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4•Wheeling Tires
751-677
In The Matson Purchase
408 N 4th

YA7
-UNIREI
p

Days 753-7404
Nights 753-2436
We Appreciate Your Business'

Jerry's Restaurant
S 12th St

1533,26

Eatmg Is A Family Affair

4.11,
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PUT IT IN THE

2 Notice

2 Notice

If You
Need Them:
753-1441
753 1611
7534951
153-9332

Fire
POiKt

Resrve .
Ambulance
Moselle
Emergent
Nem ara
Society
Compretwesiye
tee

753-5131

2 Notice

Now
being accepted for
nurse aid training
class. Contact Personnel Office, MurrayCalloway
County
Hospital. An Equal
Opportunity Employer

753-6411
153-751
1534129
1534IB
153-1111

Senior Nimes
%Wise
teen lo Read
Fester
Daman

!rotors
Misfit-1i Ky. Pools
442-9147
Paducah, Ky.

753-5361

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

WHAT WE DO best is
care. Needline. 753-6333.
5 lost And Found
LOST OR STOLEN brown
leather billfold with
initials S. R. P. In
vicinity of hospital.
Reward. Call 753-1933 or
753-3747.
LOST ONE YELLOW
slalom ski in Wildcat
Creek Area. Reward.
Can 753-0917`.--

Special
Channel Nester

-3
°

$58..
$48
"

Cronell Dabilier

Rotors &
Ham Rotors
Towers

Starks
Big

diEl!
CM is
Comity!

Antennas

Hardware
12th and Poplar
753-1227
Free Gilt
Wrapping

lie toy hoe.

.WENDY'S
OLD

lbonlore.

nno in. awn.
'Ion ben Morey

FASHION

moored ea
proteclies

iesaseiss ler

HAMBURGERS
If you are looking for
a future and not afraid
of long hours and hard
work, you are just the
type of person we are
looking for. Experience not required,
but helpful.
Contact Mr. McapMillin
for
pointment.
Telephone 759-4695

TV Service
Center

WATKINS
FOR
Products, Contact
Holman Jones, 217
South 13th., Phone 7533128.

?SI SUS

(wing Orme

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th..
753-0035. Free Parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

Paschall
Camper Sales
Your Nomad Dealer
OPEN
ION-SAT
oismoo.i
wormy

Positions

in

Murray and

POP SINGER
needs
piano
accompanist. Call 759-1010
for details.

LOCAL

DISHWASHER
wanted
part time. Apply in
person Colonial House
Smorgasbord.

NOW
OPEN

The City of Murray Will be receiving bids for the
following:
A.Concrete
3500 pound strength'not less than 5L2 bag mix
with 57 rock with 5-51-2 percent air.
B. White Rock
DGA,3.57.71,9m and Memphis Riprap
Bids should be submitted to the City Clerk's Office, City Hall Building no later than 5:00 m.
June 8, 19'78.

Hoffman's
Nursery
mile out on 94 East
Selling
*leafing Plants
•Petersia's

HELP WANTED - wash
person. Male preferred.
Apply in person at
Boones Laundry, 605
Main.

•Torrartoes

•Begonias
•Miscellaneous Plants
All Plants

NOTICE

50

WANTED SOMEONE to
babysit 2 small children
in their home. Call 7535870.

per 6 peck

WE (ARE Products DISHWASHER wanted.
holding previews at the
Apply in person only.
Holiday Inn on Monday
Fern Terrace Lode,
_ evening at 7:00. Skin
1505 Stadium View
care and health care.
Drive. No phone calls
. Call 759-1010.
please.

SUM RAMEY

Now!

TaE
MILITARY
stir*ET 6
4i25 BILE.ION!

HOW MUCH FOR
HARDWARE

ontaa IDO YOU MEAN,
HARDWARE AND
SOFT AARE ?

AND mOW
MJCH FOR
SOFTwARE2

Foreman
xpplicatioits are nov,
being taken by the
Mara)
Callowa
county Parks Board
for a Maintenance
Foreman.
Al
plicatioas may be op*.a.rd at the Parks Of10th and Payne
Street, Murray. No applications will be accepted after .June 10
1978 For further infsiation all
753-7640
LOCAL FIRM looking for
experienced secretary
with bookkeeping skills.
Fringe benefits, paid
vacation, 'salary
negotiable. Send resume
to P. 0. 32 D Murray,
Ky. 42071
TWO LABORERS at $3-00
per hour. Apply at Lite
Real Estate, call for
appointment 474-2717. If
can operate backhoe
salary will increase.
WANTED --HELP with
elderly gentlemen. Call
for information 753-1690.
10 Business Opportunity
First Time Offered

WANTED PART time car ,
hostess nights. Apply In
person K and N Rootbeer.

•Marigokls

The City of Murray will be receiving bids for 12'2
miles of bituminous aasphalt paving. Bids
specification maybe picked up at the City Clerk's
office at 5th and Poplar. Bids should be delivered
to the City Clerk's Office no later than 5:00 pm
June 8, 1978.

open

F

491:81111

Wkart year till' 6
•
94• is •
Patalsiao SM. Nowt cowries
maws rap brands Si very low
prices. We vs Making for Not
parses alio worts hi owe,
sack a sissy S14,9511 initiates
at Cal llob Weaver toolect
615457-0162

INVESTMENT
GUARANTEE
WO NET PER WE
PAII-HIAL
Our latest program in
automatic
merchandising
features the new pop-top hot
toed,. All are rational -known
brand, such aq Heinz, Campbell's, Hormel. °let Boy-Ar
Dee, etc. All accounts are
secured by us in office

m your area to service these
accounts V. p..id.
yew roe, innedume1
tarsals*.

.1560
)

Lii

tampon

llamado.,

Alone% norm, so• yes, liseter,
wirreory per,* NW wow You
provide 6-10 hours your choice
weekly,
serviceable
automobile, be ready to start
in 30 days, minimum investment,53000For Information Call
Toll-Fraw
4111140-64/0
Operator IMO

LET'S SEE YOU DO BETTER -BEING RICH WON'T BRING
_YOU ANY

**/

LUCK IN
C FISHING

Phones

stetted

24 Hr. Day

American
Handicrafts dealerships
available. WrIte C.
Hudson 3 Tandy Center,
• Ft. Worth, TX, 76102, or
call 817-336-3030.

CRAFTS -

vogr“,e4eave Srakm

1110)401(

ja„itivic ivox

Grai
!
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14 Want To But
GOOD

USED

MOBILE

homes. Call 1-527-8322.
10 to 30 ACRES on land
contract Must be within
15 minutes of Murray
--Vitge__P._ (I Box, 223Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
4-3
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MI RNA NTOM

I

TELL ME
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SEEMED Funny FOR
COPS KINPA SMALL,,
TALKED FUr4r4r..,

is FT. FREEZER now in
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A

r

SEWING CABINET,solid
oak, $175 or best offer.
Call 753-2683.
19 Farm Equipment

use. $75. Call 753-0076.

,
-

16 New
Patterns
Of vinyl cushion floor
on sale at Wiggins
Furniture,641 North.
TILLERS 5 h. p, chain
drive. 1 Briggs and
Stratton engines.
$199.95. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
KINGWOOD HEATERS
-automatic, brick lined
cast iron grates. Deluxe
porcelain enamel
cabinet, lift off cook
surface top. $199.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
TIRE SALE - Polyester
4 ply white wall,
premium
grade.
A78xI3", $19.30 plus
$1.74 FET, C78x13",
$21.19 plus $1.94 FET,
E78x14", $22.15 plus
$2.30 FET, F78x14",
$22.47 plus 12.44 FET,
G78:14" or 15", $24.81
plus
$2.60
FET,
H78x15", $26.36 plus
$2.85 FET, L78x15",
$28.29 plus $3.13 FET.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
WHITE TUB and sink,
$50. 357 magnum colt
revolver, $180. Go cart
parts. Call 489-2440.
55 GALLON DRUMS,
Thornton Tile and
Marble South 9th. Call
753-5719.
SMOKE DETECTORS,
nationally
advertised
brand. Battery operated
and included. Rowland
Refrigeration, 110 South
12th.

MONEY TO LOAN for
farms, business construction, real estate,
venture capital and
start ups Any worth
x 9'
while project con- GARAGE DOOR
practically new. All
sidered. 15,000 and up.
hardware. $49. Call 759Call 502-885-1795 bet1117 after 4 p.m.
ween 3 and 10 p.m.

buildings, schools, industrial
plants and hosptials in your
area We need reliable people

iHA HA

SEWING
machine, zig zag, all
regular
attachments.
Sews perfect, fully
guaranteed. Full cash
price, $39.50. Payments
may be arranged. For
free home demonstration write Martha
Hopper,
Route
5,
Benton, Ky. or call 3548619.

USED SINGER

Maintenance

ADDRESSERS WANTED IMMEDIATELY!
Work at home no experience Necessary
excellent pay. Write
American Service, 8350
Park Lane, Suite 127,
Dallas, TX 75231.

Also Available

Father Buys
His Tools At

38 Pets

18. Sewing

15 Articles For Sale

FULL AND PART time, GREEN HOUSE plant
sale. All house plants
cooks and car hops.
grown in green house.
Days or nights. Apply in
205 College Courts. Call
person, Sonic Drive In.
.767-6255.
WAITRESS and cook
wanted. Call 901-247-9902 WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill
for more information.
Electric, 753-9104 or 7531551.
NEEDED SEWING
operators.
machine
Experience preferred SKIL SAW sale, model
574, $32.99, model 559,
but not necessary. Apply
$44.95, model 552, $89.95,
Calloway
at
model 553, ;99.99, model
Manufacturing,
111
55_4, 1109.95._ _Wallin
--Poplar Murray.
Hardware, Paris.

6 Help Wanted

Seer
lotemeec

It's A fact

6 Help Wanted

32 Apartments For Rent

BIBLE FACTS INC. James 2:18 states "Yea,
a man may say, thou
bast faith, and I have
works: Show me thy
faith without thy works,
and I will show thee my
faith by my works.'
Bible answers and study
anytime. Bible services
Saturdays 3 p.m. to 4:30
p.m. Call 7594600

Applications

753-3535

POIS011(ratrol

2 Notice

WE BUY USED mobile
homes. Top prices paid
West
Mobile
End

SEARS 14 h. p. tractor
with front end luader.
Dual tires and extras.
Call 753-2418.
BLACK DIRT fertilizer.
Richest soil available.
Call 753-2418.
1968 FORD 5000 tractor
and disc. Call 753-9908.
BALER TWINE 9,000 ft.
Premium
quality
guaranteed, $10.99 per
bale. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
FOR SALE tobacco ana
tomato sticks. Call 4892126.
NEW ONE ROW tobaccb
setter, $395. One row
cultivator, $75. Rotary
mowers, $295, $315, and
$325. One bottom plow,
$165. Grader blades,
$139.50. Disc 5 ft. $285.6
ft. 6 in., $325. New and
used post diggers,
scoops, plows, one and
two row tobacco setters,
discs, cultivators,
mowers, rakes, balers,
20 used tractors, some
for parts. John 0. Kough
Equipment Sales, Route
1, Highway 94 West,
Farmington, Ky., phone
382-2207.
20. Sports Equipment
BASS
BOAT
1500
ProCraft 115 h. p.
Mercury motor. Trolling
motor, depth finder,
extra sharp. $4,600. Call
753-4487 after 5.
„
14' CHEROKEE boat
trailer 20 h. p. Johnson
Motor. Depth finder and
trolling motor. Call 7539951.

II 6

N
Cavto. NW /WOK

In BUMPS Over

30 Years

Certified By EPA

TWO BEDROOM town
house apartment. All
carpet, range,
refrigerator, dishwasher, disposal,
central heat and air.
Call 753-7550.

24 Miscellaneous

NICE FURNISHED 1
bedroom apartment.
RADIAL TIRE Sale 100 South 13th
Inquire
premium
&ea belted
grade wbite Watt; - Street.GR78x14" or 15", $43.65
FET, 1-2 BEDROOM furnished
12.97
plus
apartment. May be
$45.42
15",
HR78x14" or
seen after 4:30 and
FET,
$3.15
plus
weekends 104 Williams.
JR78x15" or LR78x15",
Call 753-1437 or 753-2897.
$48.40 plus $3.47 FET.
Wallin Hardware, Paris. ONE ROOM apt. furnished. Working man
ROTO
COMPARE
only $50.00 month. Call
SHEAR model 2201 with
753-3685.
weedeater model 500 or
33 Rooms For Rent
507. Roto shear model
2201 only $36.50. Wallin
ROOMS, 1306 Main. $50
Hardware, Paris.
per month.
26 TV Radio
34 Houses Fort Rent
SISSON'S Zenith can save
THREE ROOM house,
you $20 or more on TVs,
bath and shower. Air
stereos, video recorconditioner.
Call 753'u ders. One year free
5618.
service on all color TVs.
Shop, then come see us.
NICE TWO BEDROOM
Sisson's, 19 miles West
house, on North 16th.
on Highway 94, 382-2174.
Partly furnished.
Available June 1. 1150
LARGE SELECTION of
month. Call 753-6855.
new Magnavox console
stereos for only $12.00
TWO BEDROOM unper month. Clayton's
furnished house. Close
(Formerly J & B
to campus. $165 month.
Music), 753-7575,
No pets. Call 753-1203.
WANTED RESPONTWO BEDROOM HOUSE
SIBLE party to take up
1"2 miles out 641 South.
payment like new color
Call
753-8681.
TV. Clayton's (formerly
J and B Music), 753-7575.
BEDROOM
THREE
farm house, good well.
78 MODEL Pioneer SX
Maried couple only. Call
650 receiver. Two CS
345-2205.
66G three way speakers.
Suggested retail price
36 For Rent Or lease
$1,005.00, for sale $500.
Call 753-4641 days, 753- DUPLEX apartment for
lease.-Tieo bedroom,
3724 after 5.
central heat and air,
27 Mobile Home Sales
carpet. Call 753-8067.
1973 MOBILE HOME, 12
x 60, 2 bedroom. All
electric. Nice. Call 7533494 or 753-2720.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
THREE 2 bedroom house
trailers for rent. Call
759-4592.

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent

753-4758
37. livestock

and sae lay.
tot% in new eea•nea

Of

ap.446

tocatibil et lobe 11•41•1
Ste* Park $wat Dock,

401-1 Thtp..uLn t
West Ky.
Appliance Center

4
.3t

'

Caolit, Ky. 974-9954.

Sales & Service
641 N.

‘753-447*

R-A
Freezer. No defrost.
Call 759-4761
ELECTRIC Cook stove,
white.125. Call 753-9648.

KIMBALL MUSIC
CENTER 601 Broad--way,- -Paducatr;------Ry.--Across from Irving Cobb
Hotel Ph. 443-3879. Shop
if you like, but check our
prices. Open late Friday
nights.

WHITE GE 30 inch
electric stove. Call 753-

PIANOS

We Buy, Sell Or Trade
Used Furniture or Ap
ahem's+

ORGANS"

CLAYTON
formerly J & II Musk

Hodge & Son, Inc.
7055. frft

hettnut St
ANIMIENNIP

Murray. Kr

To
Stra

•2 Nil
of

Jess
328

41. Public
YARD SA
Friday
Books,
jars, and
variety
North 16
signs.
LARGE
baby,
clothes.
lots of m'
a.m. til ?
602 Vine
YARD SAL
June 3. 8
Riviera
vacuum
and pat.
Porch swi
frame,
bedsprea
drapes,
guitar,
guns, toy
Clothing a
furniture.
SUN POR
Sale. Sa
3rd, 8 a.
. lawn m
sander,
1601 Fa
YARD SA

South
Tuesday
nesday.

Purdom
Insurance
sou,hvcie
Murray
75

Supplies

P‘bwor•d by 455 Olds

When You Think
Valse...Thiak

40 Produc

43. Heal It

TOTIOr

16 Home Furnishings

IS Carlos tot Salo
WEED EATERS Clippie model. $19.99
Snippy Model, 139.99
Needle model,500 or 507,
$43.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris

Moses 753-1914

APARTMENT
SMALL
for rent, 1414 Vine.

CROSS BRED Hamp15' FIBERGLASS
shire and Duroc bred
12
X
65
TWO
BEDROOM
2
runabout 28 h. p. motor
second litter young
bath mobile home. Call
and trailer. $475. 14'
sows. Call 753-9390.
15 Articles For Sale
435-4349
before
8
p.m.
fiberglass Jon boat, 18 h.
p. motor and trailer.
38. Pets Supplies
FOR SALE: Nails -8, 10,
MOBILE HOMES and
16 CC Sinkers -50 lb. box, $350. Call 759-1054.
mobile home spaces for
AKC REGISTERED
$12.95. Styrofoam Inrent,-,at Riviera Courts.
male Dachshund, 11
sulation-J/2" 4 x 8 -$2.40, 1975 HI PERFORMANCE
Call 753-3280.
months
old. Black and
bass
boat. Loaded with
1" 4 x 8 s4.1. Particle
tan. Call 437-4693 after 4
all accessories. Call 753Board %"'4 x 8-13.40.
30 Business Rentals
p.m.
6970 days or 753-8345
Plywood - %" 4 x 8 evenings.
$6.7* %" 4 x 8 -, $8.00,
BEAUTY SHOP for rent.
AKC
ALASKAN
/
3
4
" 4 x 8 - 110.00. ExTwo operator stations, 5
Malamute puppies. 8
40 H. P. JOHNSON 15',Sterior Siding -4;8 - 16.00
' dryers. Call 759-4592.
weeks old. $75. Wormed
boat and trailer. $350.
and up. Precut
x 4's
and healthy. Call 753Record in fathometer,
$.89 ea. Shingles - No. 1
31. Want To Rent
9390.
$125. Call 436-2538.
$18.75 per sq. Shower
stalls $125.00 ea Cabinet
WANTED TO LEASE or AKC
REGISTERED Irish
15 FT. 7 in. bass boat. 50
Fronts - $12.00 ea.
rent three or four
Setters. 150 each. Call
horse motor and trailer.
Paneling - 80 selections
bedroom home. Two
753-9570.
Two Browning A-5
of 4 x 8 sheets from $2.75
year lease with option of
shotguns, 12 gauge. Call
to $11.00. Vanities - from
two additional years. FOR
SALE,
AKC
759-4938 after 5 p.m.
$45.00 and up. Vinyl floor
Will furnesh
local
registered Tiny Toy
covering $2.50 yard in 6
references. Call 753Poodle puppies. Call 753ft widths. Ross & Tuck
8514.
0957.
Salvage Mdse., Inc.,
Two Jet Boat
Hwy. 45,1 mi so. Martin,
For Sole
In. Phone 587-2420,
Martin, Th. 38237.

.11110.111,
,
.••••••

is

'IEEE
Inspection
Kelley's
Termite
& Pest
Control
Ise Soya 1304

BULL T
Chow-ct,
Pugs, I
'Golder:
Cocka-1
'Goslin,
Paradist
4106.

4-

LAKE BREEZES..,

and a perfect marriage of land and house.
For
sale or trade this beautiful four bedroom
home, 3
baths, fireplace, built-ins, redwood deck all around
house, lots of landscaping, approx, 2,600 sq. ft. of
living area in house, large water front lot with
deep
trier access oillrenlircli-Y-Uie-ar
-iamore. Call
.Moody Realty Company 414-*Ipon Avenue, Paris, .
Th.90t-042-8093.

Custorr
To]
With
Fe

612 So. 9t1
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BULL TERRIERS,
Chow-chows, Scotties,
Pugs, English Setters,
'Golden Retrievers,
Cocka-Tiels, Ducklings,
'Goslings, Gerbals.
Paradise Kennels, 7534106.

M furnished
. May be
4:30 and
04 Williams.
or 753-2897.
YARD SALE Thursday,
Friday and -Saturday.
Books, aiihes, canning
jars, and milk cans. Big
variety of items. On
North 16th Ext. Fc111ciw
signs.
LARGE YARD SALE,
baby, adult, boys
clothes. Some furniture,
lots of misc. items. 7:30
a.m. til ? Sat., June 3.
602 Vine St.
BEDROOM
North 16th.
furnished.
June 1. $150,
11 753-6855.
ROOM unhouse. Close
. $165 month.
Call 753-1203.

YARD SALE-Saturday,
June 3. 8 a. m. No. 12
Riviera Cts. Upright
vacuum cleaners, lawn
and patio furniture.
Porch swing with metal
frame, new quilts,
bedspreads, matching
drapes, pocket knives,
guitar, Dulcimer, BE
guns, toys and games.
Clothing and lots of nice
furniture. •

40 ACRE FARM,30 acres
tendable. Call 753-4487

Guy Spann Realty

tHIRTY FiVE
acres
with waterfront located
at Chandler Park area
of the lake (Hamlin,
Ky.) t•roperty has long
blacktop road (Ky 1918)
plus a new road serving
portion of the
a
property. John
C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main Street, Murray.
753-0101 or 753-7531.
POTENTIAL
RECREATIONAL
COMPLEX - 100 acres
on Kentucky Lake TVA
contour. . . Camping?
Tennis? Boat Dock?
Restaurant? or Private
Air Strip? This acreage
is ideal resort material.
Owner financing
ailable. Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1491

rtment for
o bedvoom,
at and air.
753-8067

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
souths,d• court squore
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

0
TNE NELSON SHROAT
CO. REALTORS
759-1707
Undo Jeffs %Weil Con"'

OWN THIS MOBILE
home for less than rent.
Charming 2 BR with
many extras. Built-in
shelves for your stereo,
Murphy bed for your
guest. 3-4 acre lot across
from East Elementary,
$11,200. Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1492.

ALASKAN ;
puppies. 8 .
$75. Wormed :
hy. Call 753-, .

South 121h at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7511051

APPROXIMATELY 2
plus
acres.
Price
negotiable. Erickson
Realty,527-1441. ,

Professional Ser.I es
With The Friendly Tnuch '

521-1468 7539625

•
7511719
USINESS
OPPORTUNITY - A
young growing retail
toy business for sale.
Located in one of
Murray's
new
shopping centers, this
store features a wide
variety and selection
of creative play items
for all ages fo
children.
Owner
wants offer. Phone
KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222.

We would be pleased to show you through this
quaint 4 bedroom,2 story brick... economical
gas heat. Priced in 30's. Located at 1009 Sharp
Street just east of North 12th near park. Come
see us Sunday afternoon -2 to 4.

_
Seeing is believin
.,, Viet this immaculate 1
301
0
. 110dITT c_eiling in )then.
, bedroom, l't
Priced in the
. 705 College Farm Road.

, Paris.
lorettl jobs-753-6079 Judy Johnston-437-4446
Helen Spann-753-8579
Bill 1'ayne-751-9794
Brenda Jones-753-8668 61%pda Smith-V-1499
Amos McCart -753-2249

SPRAY PAINTING of all
kinds. Metal roofs,
barns, farms and
homes. Call Ralph
Worley, 436-2563.

EXPERIENCED interior
and exterior painters.
Call 759-1228.
WILL SPRAY barns, roof
and thick throseal to
masonary walls. Free
Estimates. Call 753-6878
or 492-8866 after 5 p.m.
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS, underpinning
awnings, carports and
roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5
p.m. or weekends.
septic tank work. Field
tile, lines (installed, 28
experience.
years
Licensed through Health
Department. Call Rex
Camp, 753-5933.
SEPTIC TANK PUMPING. Residential and
commercial. Rex Camp
753-5933.
BYAftS BROTHERS &
SON - General home
remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1-354-6951
or 1-362-4895.

SPECIAL OFFER introducing new vinyl
siding by Alcoa. Free
gutters with vinyl or
aluminum siding. Call
Byars Brothel's-and
Sons, 354-8951 or . 362-4895.

DO It XJ need stumps
removed from yourjvard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24''
beneath ground. Lea%
only sawdust and chills
Call for free Estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.
PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior, Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years ex--perience. Call 436-2563,
Rai:ph-Worley.
PIANO TUNING and
repair. Call Joe Jackson.
after 5 p. m. 753-7149.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah,
Ky. 42001. Phone day
or night 442-74)26.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
prompt
efficient service. No
job too small. Cali
Ernest White, 7530605.
ANY
KIND
OF
HAULING in city or
county. Call 759-1247
or 753-9685.

NEED
TREES
or
shrubbery
cut
oi
trimmed? Call George
Landoll, 753-4707.
J AND R Pool Contractor.
Custom built vinyl lined
pools. Several sizes.
Water Valley 355-2838 or
328-8567 call collect.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and gas installation
will
do
plumbing heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.
GUTTERING BY SEARS
Sears continuous gutter
installed per your
specifications.
Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.

- QUALITY SERV10E ;
Company Inc. Air con:
dition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290.'

FREE HEALTHY "6:
months old kitten.
very playful. Call 7538761.
FREE KITTENS - grey
and white, short haired,
good
mousers,
housebroken. Call 4365502.

Nornbuckle Barber Shop

OPEN HOUSE SUNDAY 2 to 4

d house. For
oom home, 3
ck all around
600 sq. ft. of
lot with deep

Western Ky. Travel
Trailer Sales and Service, Route 68 and 1-24,
Cadiz, Ky. Call 502-5=8507.

EXPERIENCED MAN
will do int9rior wood
1978 PONTIAC Trans Ara.
- working_ finish carRed velour interior,-AM=
pentry, and cabinet
PM stereo tape, power
finishing. Call 435windows, tilt wheel, 400
4 1 50
T-A motor. Best offer
over $6300. Call 753-4331.
BEAUTIFY your home
% YOU'RE SAFER WALRING ON THE
1978 BONNEVIILE,light
with lightweight easy-toRAn_ROAP -TRACKS -THAN DOWN ON blue with blue landau
install Eldorado Stone.
THE HIGHWAY, GOMER.11
No costly footings or
top. Power steering
foundations. 100 percent
and
brakes, tilt
fireproof
masonary
steering wheel AMproduct. Less than the
FM
radio,
3,000
miles.
FOR SALE BY owner in
cost of natural stone.
Just like new. Call
Gatesborough.
Three
Use for interior or exafter
6
p.m.
901-642bedroom 2 bath. Call
terior. An excellent do7761.
753-5603.
it-yourself project or we
will install. Buy direct
VOLVO
P1800
car.
Sports
FOR SALE- By owner,3
from
our factory.
Air,
4
speed
with
bedroom, 2
bath,
Timber-Lodge
overdrive
Ston
.
Excellent
fireplace, appliances,
LOCATED ON A QUIET,
Fireplace,
condition. Call 436N.
hardwood, some carpet,
tree-shaded street is this
Market Street, Paris,
2550 evenings.
storage, shady lot, good
3 bedroom brick ranch
Tenn. 38242. Phone 901location. 217 South 15th.
home just waiting for
642-1328.
1971
FORD
MAVERIC
K,
Call 759-1768 for apyour family. Fully
automatic, radio, low
pointment.
carpeted throughout
PROFESSIONAL window
mileage, excellent
home has living room,
cleaner. Private /tines
condition. Call 753OWNER PAYS CLOSING
dining room, large den
and
stores, home
7853.
cost on this 4 bedroom, 2
and abundant storage.
repairs. 20 years- ex,bath home with den and
Prised at only $31,900.
perience. Call 901-782fireplace. Many custom
Phone
KOPPERUD
5981.
REALTY, 753-1222 or
features including
atrium and courtyard.
come by our conBACKHOE.WORK,septic
Priced mid 50's. Call
veniently located office
tank, gravel and dirt
1970
CHEVR
OLET
753-6934 between 12 and
in the White Fhinse
hauling, Call 753-5706 or
Custom
/
3
4
pickup.
5
p.m.
Building, 711 Main for
753-5808.
Extremel
y
nice.
New
all your real estate
tires. $1500. Call 753FOR SALE BY OWNER 3
needs.
5160.
MITCHELL
bedroom house with
BLACKTOPPING
steel siding, carpeted
LARGE 4 BEDROOM, 3
sealing, patching
with garage On half 1973 PORSCHE 914. Must
bath home on private
sell. Best offer. Call 753striping. For free
acre lot. Under $16,000.
one acre tract, 4.'
,
2 miles
0492.
estimates call 753-1537.
Has a finished upstairs.
from Murray. Almost
Call 489-2492
3000 square feet of
1972 DODGE 4 door
living area in this home
BLOWN
Polara
Custom. INSULATION
which has extra large
IN by Sears save on
Automatic,
power
rooms and large 2 car
these high heat and
brakes,steering, air,318
garage. Built-in kitchen
cooling
bills. Call Sears
V-8, 42,000 miles. New
with all appliances
753-2310
for
free
tires. Local car. Like
including refrigerator,
1976 110ND/4. 1(11 125.
estimates.
new. $1700. Call 753-7523,
range, dishwasher,
Helmet included Call
FENCE SALES at Sears
disposal and trash
759-1327 or 753-0444
1973 CUTLASS Supreme,
now. Call Sears 753-2310
compactor staying with
automatic, power, air,
for free estimates for
sale of home. Price just
1975 HONDA 480-4 Super
factory wheels, AM-FM.
your needs.
reduced to $43,500.
Sport. Dune Buggy,
$1300. Call 753-7380 or
Phone us today for more
excellent condition. Best
753-6445.
CARPET CLEANING at
information. KOPoffer. Call 753-5923
reasonable rates.
PERUD REALTY, 7531962 SCOUT InterPrompt and efficient.
1973 YAMAHA 750, good
1222.
national, 4 wheel drive,
Custom Carpet Care,
condition. $600. Call 753good shape. $750. Call
753-1335.
0541.
436-2516.

LONG ESTABLISHED
muffler & automotive
business. Know about
automobiles? This is for
you. Good buy! Loretta
Jobs Realtors 753-1492.

Thornton Tile
et Marble
612 So. 9th

It doesn't have to be a
dream, you can enjoy
a country estate in this
spacious 3 bedroom, 2
bath, B. V. home on
Hwy. 97 near Bell City.
15 actes with good
highway frontage. Exceptional Value. BoydMajors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.

LAKE PROPERTY 2
bedroom home in Pine
Bluff Shores. Home is
situated on waterfront
lot with lovely view of
Kentucky Lake. Priced
at only $18,500! Don't
delay-phone us today on
this fine
property
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222. We provide the
full range of Real Estate
Service.

For The Outdoor Man3 bedrooms, 2 bath B.
V. home with large
living room with
fireplace,
separate
dining area, modern
kitchen and utility
room.
Beautifully
designed for family
living. Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.

-Quality That Will

1973 MERCURY Montego, power, air, AMFM stereo, needs body
work, $1150. 1967 Chevy
pickup runs but motor
needs work, $300. Call
753-2893 after 6 p.m.

35 ACRES - all fenced
with road frontage on 3
sides. Includes 30 tendable acres;-stock-barn
and
ponds. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 for more information.

! Custom Designed and Manufactured
To Fit Your Individual Needs
With Colors To Match Any Decor.
GISTERED
chshund, 11.
d. Black and
37-4693 after 4

DEVELOPERS, INVESTORS - One of the
top business properties
in town - 1.61 acres on
So. 12th St. Over 285 ft.
of frontage. Ideal for
franchise
business.
Nelson Shroat Co.,
Realtors, 759-1707.

"Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"

SUN PORCH AND Yard
Sale. Saturday, June
3rd, 8 a. m. Furniture,
lawn mower, floor
sander, miscellaneous.
1601 Farmer.
'YARD SALE - Big. 301
Street.
South
6th
Tuesday and Wednesday.

"I'ow key People
In Reel
l53 77;4'
901 Sycamere • fAerray, Ky.

1972 CUSTOM
van,
Chevy. Custom interior,
needs little work. Good
condition. Mag Wheels.
Cal11-442-6482 Paducah.

Attattflisa tee•
looli at title loam located ett
641 N. last miatifes free
town. Nice wended let1 now
II brick and dose. Large porch andftie. Lots ef closet
space.
et. Item and air.
Asking S,000.
3 Iledreoat %pine 1 3 acres ea
121 Smola. fete. eke brick
tale
wiiF-ruM14room, fireplece, all beilt-la
e ppleinces, inerble
ether berifwine Med sew We
appreciate Price hoe boot
inflated to 555,500, well
below rephicenswit costs.

Beautiful and Unique
Lake-View Cottage at
Panorama Shores has
2 bedrooms, 1 bath,
living room, kitchen
and double garage
with large separate
storage area. This can
be your answer to
comfortable
lake
living. Low 30's. BoydMajors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.

TWO LOTS, water and
sewer. Half mile from
lake.
Located
in
Kaywuod Vista, near
Panorama Shores. Call
436-2728.
FOR SALE by owner,
extremely nice lake
cottage. Two fireplaces,
2 baths, full basement.
Two bedrooms upstairs,
sleeping
area
in
basement. Screened
deek__,2
,
4„patio. _only
, .
•
-3 .
OWNER - 3
BY
bedroom. In
bath.
garage, central air and
heat, carpeted. 14 x 24
living room with full
stoned wall fireplice.
4144ati - inAgatina
Fenced backyard. 16 x
26 raiedteck. WOOded
Tot. Paved drive War; All
on LI an tacre in Lynnwood Estates, 2 miles
South
Murray.
of
Possession in June. Call
753-0717.

45SA CUSTOM CHOPPER 650 engine. New
inside and out. Built
and painted by Jim
DeFew. a rigid frame,
Harley rearend, red
crushed velvet seat and
lots of chrome. Ridden
less than 10 miles. Very
reasonable must sell.
Call 1-354-6206. Serious
inquiries only.

TRUCK TIRE Sale Hiway tread, 700x15", 6
ply, 127.57 plus $2.85
FET, 750x6", 8 ply,
$35.39 plus $3.59 FET.
Wallin
Hardware,
Paris.

1969 Tomo,full power
and air. 4,000 miles.
$500. Call 4'6-5536 before
3 p.m.- fY weekdays,
anytime en weekends.
1977 CADILLAC Coupe
De Ville. One owner.
16,000 miles. Loaded
with extras. Call 7535421 after 4 pall
yellow with white Ulterior, foaderEiTcelletif
condition. Call 753-0605.
19'72-VS,i, automatic,
power and air. AM-FM
radio and tape player,
good eoedition. $1195.
Call 489-2545. . .

196$
PLYMOUTH
Valiant. Good interior.
Needs engine work. Call
759-1116.
197fDATSUN 280Z, 12,000
miles. Excellent condition. $7000. Call 7536343.

209 Walnut Stree
NEW OFFICE NOUNS
Monday-Friday - 7:30-2:30 Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Price Hair cut $1.50
Price Shave $1.25
Call 753-3685. Agent for Hospital Supplies.

1964
CHEVROLET
Impala convertible
Super Sports. Red with
black
interior.
Automatic
trpnsmission. $1095. Call 7594698.
1973 DARK BROWN
Monte Carlo. Can be
seen 307 South 11th. Call
753-6689 after 5.
1974 OLDSMOBILE
station wagon. Power
steering, brakes, air,
luggage rack. Five new
radial tires. $2495. Call
759-4698.

This attractive 3 bedroom brick as locirtod in rilstelme Siam kbarthiaa ea sag lot, his en el
cellent garden arse, several frail trees sad setlekla oakrim.. MMusfeateres a err eves and
cooktop wi
rg• OM,room. Priced in We.

1965 RAMBLER Classic.
Reliable. $200. Call 7594652 or 759-1996.
1964,I;l0DGE 2 ton, 16 ft.
Omaha bed. V-8. Five
transmission.
speed
Two speed axle. $850.
Call 435-4485 after 6 p.m.
1972 DODGE DART, low
inttngeEre1ierit
condition. Power, air.
Must sell Best offer.
gall 753-8560.

WHITES CAMPER
SALES your starcraft
_dealer! Yot_,...24 sot a
good thing going with
- sirivagi' 'truck s
Strircraft. Compete iine
Eir.erything must gf/S-! travel traiters, pop ups,
Call We,t Side Auto
parts and accessories.
Parts, 50: 684-2391 or
Toppers and
used
come to Highway SC
campers. East 94 HighSouth,
lor Motors
way, 4 miles from
Truck Yard
Murray. Call 753-0605.

Ron Talent
WaynezNilson
_Shirley Wilferd
302 N. 12th St.

753-3263 Anytime

PAL,i 10 flit MURRAI Ply
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Bor. John Dale To
Speak Sunday For
Church Of Christ

Mrs. Effie Crawford Hanley
of Route 2 Murray,died at 9:55
a.m. Friday at the Mw-rayCalloway County Hospital.
She was 91 and her death
followed a extended illness.
Mrs. Hanley was the wife to
Ernest Hanley who died Dec.
23, 1973. Born on Jan. 51887, in
Calloway County, she was a
• member of the Kirksey
Mrs. Hanley was the wife of
Ernest Hanley who died Dec.
23, 1973. Born on Jan. 5, 111037,
in Calloway County, she,was
the daughter of the.JateEphriam Crawford and Rosa-Ray Crawford. She was a
member of the Kirksey United
Methodist Church.
Survivors include four
daughters, Mrs. P. B. ( Opal)
Fulton of Warren, Mich., Mrs.
Griffin (01a) .Feexor of
Paducah, Mrs. GracerCoOk of
Murray Route Seven, and
Charles
.1Ruthl
Mrs.
McMillan of Ferndale, Mich.
'10 grandchildren, 29 great
grandchildren, and nine great
great grandchildren also

STUDENTS HERE—Morehead State University medical
technology students. Linda Smith (Leh and Nancy Young
(right), perform chemical blood analyses as part of their
clinical training in the laboratory at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. They are completing a three-week
rotation this week in conjunction with the Jackson Purchase Area Health Education System.

Two
Morehead
State
University
student, Linda
Smith and Nancy Young are
concluding three Weeks of
training in Murray-Calloway
County Hospital's Clinical

Laboratory this week. Miss
Smith and Miss Young are
both third year students in
Morehead's premedical
technology program. They are
here in conjunction with the
Jackson Purchase Area
Health Education System.
Under the direct supervision
SIITVIve.
of David Walker, chief
Funeral services will be
held at 2 p.m. Sunday at the
medical technologist, and
-•other laboratory personnel,
Chapel of the Blalockthe trainees develop and put
Coleman Funeral Home with
Rev. Johnson Easley and Rev.
The Peril Of Privilege" into practice their technical
Horace Duke officiating. with scripture from Amos 2:6- skills in hospital's laboratory.
Burial will be in the Kirksey 3:2 'and 'How Do You Spell Their internship includes
training
in
Cemetery.
God" with scripture from practical
Friends may call at the Amos 4:12-13 will be the hematology, chemistry,
Blalock-Coleman Funeral subjects of the 10:45 a.m. and microbiology, blood banking
and urinalysis.
Home after 1 p m.Saturday.
seven
p.m.
sermons
Also included in their exrespectively by the Rev. Dr.
Bill Whittaker at the services perience is an orientation to
on Sunday, June4, at the First the entire hospital and the
Murray community. Natives
Baptist Church.
of
Ashland and Jackson
Assisting in the services will
The Kentucky Federation of
be Randy Sorrow, minister of respectively, this is also the
Chapters of the National
youth, and Ronald Churchill, student's first introduction to
Retired
of
Western Kentucky.
Association
deacon of the week.
A total of seven medical
Federal Employees (NARThe Church Choir, directed
technology students are being
FE ). will hold its fourteenth
by
Wayne
Halley,
minister
of
annual convention, at the
music, with Joan Bowker as sponsored by the Area Health
Holiday Inn, N.E., Louisville, organist and
Allene Knight as Education System in the
June 7 and 8.
pianist, will sing at both Jackson Purchase at this
Attending from the local
services. Solos will be sung by time. Students are receiving
Chapter (Kentucky Lake l, NO. Miss Becky Hogancamp and training in Mayfield and
Paducah as well as Murray.
853, will be Robert and Mr. Halley.
-The primary purpose of
Virginia Douglas, Charles and
Volunteer nursery workers
Lucille Bondurant, Keith and will be Mrs. Vaughn Van- AHES is to create an
Eva Morris, M. C. and degrift, Mr. and Mrs. Nelson educational thrust toward
Virginia Henry, and Van Ford, Mrs. Max Beale, Mr. achieving a more effective
Valentine.
and Mrs. Ralph Darnell, Miss distribution of health manPat Schmelter, Mrs. Terry power in the Commonwealth,"
a spokesman said. Through
Denton, Miss lbo Schmelter,
LAKE DATA
AHES, medical students and
Kentucky Lake,7 a.m. 359.1, and Mr. andiknrs. Danny
students in allied health fields
Woods.
down 0.2.
given opportunities for
Sunday School will be at 9:30 are
Below dam 308.6, down 0.2.
clinical
experience in rural
a.m.,
Church
Training for
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 359.2,
areas of the Commonwealth
Youth at six p.m, Sunday
down 0.2.
A program of the Council of
,Below dam 311.2, down 2.0 School Directors at six p.m.,
Higher
Education, AHES is
Sunset 8:11. Sunrise 5.38. and Deacons at six p.m.,all on
funded by the Commonwealth
Sunday, June 4.
of Kentucky.

NARFE Members Will
Attend State Meet

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
I Confession
of faith
6 Ran easily
,1 Keep
'3 Mend
14 Part of to
be
15 Surgical
saws
17 Note of
scale
18 Conjunction
20 Fruit cakes
21 Stitch
72 Without end

24 Rodent

Answer to Fridays Puzzle
DOWN
1 Long-legged
bird
120Q QOM
2 Take away
MUU MOM UU 1
3 Latin conUU WULJU Wu UE
junction
UMW 000UU
4 Dine
110000 DUO UOU
5 Soil
6 Part of cam- UMW UUW UWE
era
aval ULM MUM
7 Harvest
ULM UUUU
goddess
013 =DU OU
WU
8 Parent (Col- WU WO= UOU
log)
UWWWWW000000
9 Girl s name
LULU UlUU WOUU
10 Delineated
25 Dart
force
12 Close
27 River island 43 Household
13 Climbing
pets
29 Man s pickpalm
name
44 Let it stand
16 English
31 Petite
47 Man s nick baby car33 To be sure
name
riage
34 Young
48 Worm
salmon
51 Enlisted
19-Stiffens in
16 Click beetle
man
temper
icoiloq
37 Passageway
21 Bent over
39 Transaction 53 A continent
23 Wash lightly 41 Units of
' a blat-1.74-L,

OGO0 000 00011
CO00

Rev. Farless Will
Speak Sunday For
Methodist Church
The Rev. Robert E. Farless,
associate minister of the First
United Methodist Church, will
speak on the subject, "Sound
The Trumpet" with scripture
from I Corinthians 14:8, at the
8:45 and 10:50 a.m. worship
services on Sunday, June 4, at
the church.
Paul Shahan will direct the
choir with Mrs. Richard
Farrell as organist.
Sunday will be promotion
day in the Murch School.
Those children and youth who
are to move on to a higher
level will do so at this time in
keeping with their grade level
in school.
The teachers and workers
for the Vacation Bible School,
June 26 to 30, will meet at 7:30
p.m. on Tuesday, June 6, to
map final plans and studies
for the school.
. The administrative board
will meet Wednesday at seven
p.m.

25 Solar disk
pen
Lambs26
name
28 Married
woman
30 Wife of
Geramt
32 Roman tyrant
3-3 Part of foot
35 Inside information
islang)
37 Poker stake
38 Insane
40 Unite
,closely
•
42typrinoid
fish (PI
2•
hil •
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43 Heals
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ill
II
45 Period of
.time
29 III
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Ilia
48 Compass
point
47 Tell
MURRAY MEET
fig Symbol for
Murray Lodge No 105 Free
Moron
ind Accepted Masons will
50 Ambassameet Monday, June 5, at 7:30
dor
p.m. at the lodge hall,
52 One who
holds lease
Mayfield, Highway 121 at
Pr,verce 1er
-.Johnny- --Robertson -Road.
print
according to Jimmy Bucy,
56 Former Rusmaster of the lodge.
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Bro. John Dale will speak on
the subject, "Memorial
Day: 'In Remembrance of
Me", at the 8:30 a.m. and
10:40 a.m worship services on
Sunday, June 4, at the Seventh
and Pop? Church of Christ.
His scripture will be from
Matthew 26:26-28.
At the six p.m. service Bro.
Dale will speak on "The 1000
Year Reign" with scripture
from Rev. 20:3-7.
Assisting with the services
will be Johnny Bohannon,
Terry
Moseley,
Owen
Roberson, Billy Nix, Bernice
Wilferd, Randy Wright, Jerry
Bolls, Ed West, Webb Caldwell, Bob Lax, Kevin
McManus, Euin Dick, and
Garry Evans.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Ken Hopkins,
Ed West, Gary Lamb, and
Donni,e Winchester. Sandra
Garland will be the teen
nursery helper. Serring-ein the
Extension Department w1rbe
Steve Steele, Noah Wheatley,
Lorin Watson, and Kim
•
Weatherford.
Serving the audience for
The Lord's0,Supper during
June will be Jerry Grogan,
Jack 1017ard, Kerry Stone,
Tommy
Ainley,
Jerry
Carraway, Gerald Stone, Bob
Miller, Earl Nanny, Frank
Hargis, Leon Adams, Charles
Lamb,and Forest Boyd.
Bus drivers for June will be
Bob Miller, Charles Haley,
Mike Lyons,and Mark Pugh.
Nursery assistants for June
will be Peggy Carraway,
Lerma Duke, Kathy Lyons,
Brenda Rowland, Jo Farley,
Lila Warner, Lillian Steele,
Margaret Kirkland, Patiy
Massey, Rita Burton, and
Lejenia Farris.

Miss
Peggy
visher,
graduate student at Indiana
University, Bloomington, has
been awarded a scholarship
by the National Association of
Geology Teachers for study in
the eight weeks summer
workshop at the Indiana
University Geologic Field

Murray Students Named
For Research Program

BIKE—A—THON WINNER—Presenting the bicycle, top
prize, to the winner, Johnny Carruthers, center, in the
Cystic Fibrosis Sick-A-Thon are Larry Remington,
manager of Roses Department Store, left, and the Rev.
Frank Bratt, chairman of the Bike-A -Thon, right

Spring aik--A--Thon
"It was a great day," said
Rev. Frank Bratt, Chairman
of the Breath of Spring Bike-AThon for Cystic Fiberosis.
"Even the weather turned
nice when 13 riders came out
to raise money for-the Cystic
FibrosisV ouralation."
Of the $425.11 total pledged
for Cystic Fibrosis,$356.47 has
been turned in by the nine
Johnny
winners:
prize
Carruthers, Joe Walker, Don
Allen Walker, Larry Jones,
Ronnie Burkeen, Dana Hoke,
John Kelly Jones, Mark
Hutson, and Rodney Lamb.
"We are confident that the
other riders will turn their
pledges in soon, too," said the
Rev. Bratt.
Prizes for the Cystic
Fibrosis Bike-A-Thon were
donated by Roses's Stores,

president of the Geology Club.
She was elected to the
scholastic honor societies of
Alpha Chi; Sigma Delta Chi,
journalism: and Gamma
Theta Upsilon, geography.
Miss Visher is the daughter
of Dr Halene H. Visher and
the late Dr. Stephen S. Visher
who for many years was
professor of geography at
Indiana University.

Bible School Will
Be June 19 To 23
Pre-registration sheets are
available
First
at
Presbyterian,
Immanuel
Lutheran, First Christian, and
St. John's Episcopal Church
for the Cooperative Vacation
Church School to be held at
First Presbyterian June 19-23,
from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m.
Classes will be held for age 4
through 6th grade, and a
nursery is provided for the
children
of the workers.
Peggy Visher
A Friday evening program
Station in Cardwell, Montana.
is planned to close the
The caravan, including
eight geology professors and Vacation Bible School.
Mrs. Ethelyn Loberger is
about 60 students, will leave
director of this year's school.
Bloomington on June 3rd.
Persons may call her or the
Enroute they will study
Presbyterian Church office
geologic formations in the Bad
Lands and Black Hills of South 1753-6460i for information.
Dakota, the Grand Tetons,
Yellowstone National Park,
and other areas. Field study
will also include Glacier
The First Presbyterian
National Park.
Main and 16th
Church,
Miss Visher graduated from
Murray High in 1974 and from Streets, Murray, will hold
Murray State University, worship services at ten a.m.
minima cum laude, in May, starting Sunday, June 4, ac1977. On the Honors Day cording to the pasto-, the Rev.
Program, she received the Buzz Rabatm.
All tourists and campers are
"Outstanding Senior Geology
welcome to come as you are to
Major" award.
At Murray State University, worship, the minister said. A
she served as tutor for the nursery will be provided
Geology Department and as during the worship service.

Presbyterians To
Hear Rev. Rabatin

Ministerial Group To
Hold Meet Wednesday
The MurrayoCalloway
County
Ministerial
Association will meet Wednesday, June 7, at 9:30 a.m. at
the Fellowship Hall of the
First United Methodist
—
111
All Interested ministers are
invited to attend.

I HATE
IT WHEN HE
FLAWS WEATHER
—VANE!

Inc., Scott Drug Store, SayRite Drug Store, Otasco, Big
K, Ellis Popcorn Co., Weaver
Popcorn Co., Long John
Sliver's Seafood Shoppe, and
Dixie Cream Donuts.
"We wish to express our
sincere thanks," said Rev.
Bratt, "to these businesses
which helped make our ride
more interesting. I also wish
to thank McDonald's and Big
for
Supermarket
John
providing refreshments for
our ride."
Assisting Rev. Bratt with
registration and check point
duties on the day of the ride
were Mrs. Frank Bret, Mrs.
Jenna Carter, and Mrs. J. W.
Jones. "Without these ladies'
help," said Rev. Bratt, "the
ride would not have gone so'
smooth. We are also gratefuli
to the members of the Kiwanisi
Club for their help withi
for
instpection
bicycle
safety."
"The
Murray-Calloway
County Area can be proud of
what they have done for Cystic
Fibrosis," said Rev. Bratt.
Money raised goes to Cystic
Fibrosis Foundation to support research and treatment
of a number of related
children's lung diseases.
'Because of efforts like ours,"
said Rev. Bratt,"we can look
to the day when C-F will no
longer be ea killer of our
children.

Hamp W. Brooks &
Talmadge Jones
To Speak Sunday
Hamp W. Brooks and
Talmadge Jones will be the
speakers at the 10:30 a.m. and
six p.m. services respectively
on Sunday, June 4, at the
University Church of Christ.
They will be speaking in the
absence of the minister, Bro.
Kenneth Hoover, who is now
speaking at a gospel meeting
with the Mt. Pleasant Church
near Cuba.
Assisting in the services will
be Ernie Bailey, Wyane
Williams, Bob Starks, David
Fitts, Murrell Goheen,
Richard Smith, Chuck Wilson,
and James Lawson.

Eighty-Six college stude-nts mathematics. Students work
including/ t446 from Murray on a problem in their area of
State University will carry out interest wider senior staff
summer research programs mem gers at the la botatories.
The main purpose of the
at the Department. of Energy
(DOE) laboratories in Pen- program is to encourage the
nsylvania, Oklahoma, Ten- students to go on to graduate
nessee, South darolina, West study and career opVirginia, and Puerto Rico, portunities in energy related
according to a release from fields. The students gain
the Oak --Ridge Associated experience in planning and
Universities, Oak Ridge, conducting research in the
advanced and, often unique
Tenn.
Science anti engineering facilities at the large federal
majors from 67 colleges and laboratories.
The students, who are
universities in 31 states, the
District of Columbia, and eligible for appointments to
Puerto Rico are par- the program after their junior
ticipatants in the 1978 student year, recieve a weekly stipend
research
participation and travel allowance.
This summer, 75 students
program, which is administered for DOE by-Oak - will work at laboratories in
Ridge Associated Univer- Oak Ridge, Tenn., and include
assignments to divisions a,nd
sities.
The two Murray State programs of ORAU; Oak
students are as follows: Rita Ridge National Laboratory
Alene Paschall, daughter of and other divisions of Union
Mr. and Mrs. Carves Carbide Corporation, Nuclear
Paschall, Hazel Route Two,in Divisions; the Comparative
ORAU Med, U. T.; Elizabeth Animal Research Laboratory;
May Holland, Gilbertsville, and the Atomospheric Turbulence
and
Diffusion
ORNL ANALCH,U. T.
The program provides Laboratory.
In addition, three students
opportunities for research in
the physical, biological, and will be at the Center for
environmental
sciences, Energy and environment
Research
Center
in
engineering,
and
Morgantown, W. Va.; three at
the Pittsburgh, Pa., Energy
Jamboree Planned For
Research Center; one at the
Bartlesville, Okla, Energy
The Senior Citizens
Research Center; and two at
the Savannah River Ecology
The Senior Citizens Jam- Laboratory in
South Carolina.
boree will be held at the
Oak Ridge Associated
Kentucky Dam Village on Universities
is a private, notTuesday, June 6. The bue will for-profit
corporation of 45
leave from the Ellis Comcolleges and universities.
munity Center instead of St.
John's Center at 8:30 a.m. and
will return at 4:30 p.m.
Cost for the bus ride will be
four dollars per person which
Holy Communion will be
should be sent to the Senior
celebrated
at the 8:30 a.m.
Citizens office by Monday,
June 5. Each one isasked to services Alt Sunday June 4, at
St. John's Episcopal Church,
bring a sack lunch and drink,
Main and Broach Streets,
and a folding lawn chair.
Murray.
The Rev. Stephen Davenport will be the celebrant with
Ben Moore as acolyte, Claudia
Moore, altar, and Joan
Simpson, nursery.
Morning prayer services
Youth Sunday will be ob- will be at 9:45 a.m. Sunday.
served at the First Christian
Church (Disciples of Christ)
on Sunday, June 4, at the 10:45
a.m. services. Ruth 'Perkins
will direct the worship service.
Sunday is recognition day
"Children In Exile" will be
the theme of the worship for graduates at Memorial
service. Taking part will be Baptist Church on 10th and
Patrice Fleming, Emily Main Street in Murray.
Apperson, Anne Schoenfeldt,
Deacon of the week is Mason
Caroline Schoenfeldt, Dan Billington. The morning
Fleming, Lynn Eldredge, sermon topic is "God's WorkMelanie Ross, Clay Perkins, manship." The evening
Debbie Roos, Mark Austin, worship service topic is "Joys
and Amy Roos.
of Being a Christian."

Holy Communion At
Church On Sunday

Recognition Day Set
At Memorial Baptist
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Serving The Lord's Supper
will be J. H. Nix, Vernon
Gantt, Prentice Dunn, George
Hodge, George Wilson, Rob
Erwin, Gearl Salter, David
Thompson,and J. P. Parker.
Nursery supervisors will be
Joann Simmons, Earline
Doran, Sue Smith, Karen
Jones, Millie Curd,and Bonnie
Garner.
Bible Study will be held at
9:30 a.m.Sunday.
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Gymnastic Classes
*2 Sessions

per week
*Beginners and
TrifErmediales
*Limited Enrollment
Classes begin June 6
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